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multI-Crew	pIlOt	
lICenCe	(mpl)	SympOSIum
Capt.	Henry	Defalque,	technical	Officer,	licensing	and	Operations,		
Flight	Operations	Section,	Air	navigation	bureau,	ICAO

meSSAge	FrOm	CApt.	Henry	DeFAlQue

When ICAO launched the MPL seven years ago, the Orga ni-
zation made a commitment to the aviation community to 

review the concept, to evaluate successes, identify challenges and 
determine the way forward. 

The MPL Symposium was conducted as a follow-up to this 
commitment and ICAO presented the results of its MPL proof- 
of-concept study during the event.

The symposium was held from 10-12 December 2013 at ICAO 
Headquarters, in Montréal. Close to 300 participants attended, 
including regulators, approved training organizations,  
flight simulation training device and aircraft manufacturers,  
pilot representatives, airlines and airline associations.  
The event was characterized by good regional representation, 
quality presentations by delegates, and a great deal of  
interaction with attendees.

The symposium brought together all stakeholders from the 
aviation industry and provided an important experience-sharing 
opportunity. It helped ICAO to determine the work elements 
needed to improve upon the existing standards and guidance 
material for the MPL.

In the past, other licences than the MPL were modified or 
removed. However, a proof-of-concept had never been conducted 
prior to introducing the MPL. 

ICAO took a rigorous approach to the proof-of-concept 
programme. In 2006, ICAO began to evaluate implementation of 
MPL training programmes. It solicited States to collect data from 
ATOs that provide MPL training. In 2013, ICAO requested States 
provide data in five areas: State MPL regulations and oversight, 
MPL training programme data, data for each class of MPL 
candidates after graduation, individual MPL graduate data (after 
final check), and MPL graduate initial line training and line-check 
(initial and second).

Analysis was conducted with the help of the International Pilot 
Training Consortium (IPTC)1. and IATA. Fifteen MPL programme 
sets were provided to ICAO. Based on the data received, the MPL 

1 The International Pilot Training Consortium (IPTC) consists of the International Air Transport Association (IATA), the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), the International Coordinating 
Council of Aerospace Industries Associations (ICCAIA), the International Federation of Air Line Pilots Associations (IFALPA) and the Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS). It was created to improve the 
safety, quality and efficiency of commercial aviation by developing international agreement on a common set of pilot training, instruction and evaluation standards and processes for the benefit of  
the industry worldwide that will result in ICAO provisions.

concept is sound. Pre-selection is a major contributor to success 
and the failure rate is low. There were large variations between 
MPL training programmes, but this is to be expected for 
competency-based training (CBT).

At the symposium, key elements for the success of an MPL 
programme were identified. These included:
■■ a working partnership between the airline, the approved  

training organization and the Licensing Authority;
■■ an effective course design to implement competency-based 

training, and threat and error management;
■■ competent standardized instructors;
■■ a good selection process for trainees;
■■ an effective learning management system; and
■■ a feedback system for continuing improvement of the  

training programme.

As well, important issues were raised. There was a request to 
improve PANS-TRG and develop additional guidance material.  
The oversight of MPL programmes requires significant resources 
from the civil aviation authority and suitably trained inspectors. 
ICAO needs to review the competencies of inspectors and 
examiners contained in PANS-TRG. The competency concept has 
evolved within PANS-TRG since 2006 and needs clarification and 
review. The flight simulation training devices used in the MPL 
require updating in PANS-TRG, and additional guidance is needed 
for MPL programme implementation and approval and ATC 
communications training.

Among the delegates, there was a clear call for continued and 
improved data collection on MPL implementation. There is a 
particular need for data on progression from MPL to Captain. 
Continued data collection is necessary to improve MPL courses 
including instructor selection and training. 

MPL is a living concept. It must be sustainable and repeatable. It 
requires continuous improvement. However, with the support of 
strong partners, we can effectively respond to the challenges ahead.

The presentations of the MPL symposium are available at  
http://www.icao.int/meetings/mpl/Pages/default.aspx. 
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ABOUT SAmUel ASSefA Zewde 
He joined Ethiopian Airlines 
in January 1991 as a college 
trainee and has served the 
airline in a variety of positions 
including: Auditor, Senior 
Auditor, Chief Audit Executive 
and VP Internal Audit and 
Integrated Management System 
Compliance. He assumed the 
current position of Managing 
Director, Ethiopian Aviation 
Academy in October 2010. 

As Managing Director of the 
Academy, he leads the largest 
training centre in Africa with 
comprehensive ab-initio and 
recurrent training for aircraft 
technicians, cabin crew, pilots, 
commercial and ground handling 
staff. Since its establishment  
in 1957, the Academy has trained 
over 8,000 professionals of  
which one third are from over  
40 countries in Africa and the 
Middle East. Current admission  
is 1,000 trainees per year but  
the Academy is investing heavily 
to quadruple the capacity.  
The school has various 
accreditations from the FAA, 
EASA and Ethiopian Civil Aviation.  
A founding member of ICAO 
TRAINAIR, the EAA is currently 
an Associate Member of ICAO 
TRAINAIR PLUS.

mpl	ImplementAtIOn

ImplementAtIOn	OF	tHe		
multI-Crew	pIlOt	lICenCe	(mpl)	
At	etHIOpIAn	AIrlIneS

mpl	ImplementAtIOn

Upon successful completion of its Vision 2010 strategy, Ethiopian Airlines developed 
the ambitious Vision 2025 strategy of fast, profitable and sustainable growth.  
Vision 2025 set bold targets, transforming Ethiopian Airlines into an airline group 
including: Ethiopian International Passenger Service, Ethiopian Regional Service , 
Ethiopian Cargo, Ethiopian Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO), Ethiopian 
Aviation Academy, Ethiopian In-flight Catering and Ethiopian Ground Services. 
Among its many strategic goals, Ethiopian planned to acquire new aircraft bringing  
its fleet to over 130. As a result, some 1,200 additional new pilots would be needed  
by 2025. However, there were many challenges to ensuring an adequate supply  
of graduates to support the airline’s growth. 

In response to the demands of this ambitious strategy, Ethiopian Aviation Academy 
formulated its own Vision 2025 strategy to support the growth of the airline and 
expand its services to other third-party customers. The implementation of the MPL 
was one of the strategic initiatives identified to ensure the adequate supply of well 
qualified graduates to the airline. 

A partnership agreement was signed in July 2011 between FlightPath International 
(Canada) and Ethiopian Airlines for the development and implementation of the MPL 
programme in collaboration with the Pilot Training School of the Ethiopian Aviation 
Academy. The Pilot Training School was established in 1964, and has trained over 
1,000 pilots in its CPL and ATPL programmes for Ethiopian Airlines and third-party 
customers from over 40 countries in Africa and the Middle East. 

The ICAO approved MPL training programme allows a pilot to have the same 
pri vi leges as a co-pilot in commercial air transportation on multi-crew airplanes. The 
specialized training incorporates flight deck integration and crew techniques from 
the very beginning. It is a competency-based curriculum which integrates Crew 
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Resource Management (CRM) as well as Threat and Error 
Management (TEM) skills throughout training. In addition, it 
provides for greater use of flight simulators that enable the 
incorporation of scenario-based training.

The Ethiopian MPL programme is designed in nine stages and 
consists of 854 hours of theoretical training, 300 hours of FTD 
and simulator training and more than 72 hours of flight training  
on Diamond DA40 NG and twin-engine Diamond DA42 aircraft 
including type training on Boeing 737 NG full-flight simulators  
and aircraft. The Academy also worked closely with the Ethiopian  
Civil Aviation Authority and the Flight Operation Division of  
the airline during the development and implementation of the 
programme to ensure the highest quality of training which 
exceeds regulatory requirements. 
 
This MPL programme is the first in Africa and among the very few 
in the world. The first cohort of trainees was admitted in October 
2011 and the Academy graduated the first 26 pilots on 6 June 2013. 
On the occasion, Mr. Tewolde Gebremariam, CEO of Ethiopian said: 
“Ethiopian investment in the Aviation Academy has always been 
the backbone of the success of Ethiopian Airlines creating the 
necessary skilled and qualified aviation personnel. The graduation 
of the first 26 MPL cadets on the continent is part of the 
continued milestones of Ethiopian, fueling the fast, profitable and 
sustainable growth of Vision 2025.” 

The second cohort of trainees graduated on October 2013 bringing 
the total number of graduates to 46. The graduates are being 
integrated as First Officers on the Boeing 737NG after completion 
of their base and line training at the airline.

The Academy is continuing implementation of the MPL. Currently, 
there are 90 students undergoing training in the different stages 
of the MPL programme. The Academy and Flight Operations are 
also working together to refine the MPL programme and ensure 
sustainable implementation of it in Ethiopian Airlines. 

Continual revision and improvement of the MPL programme will  
be carried out based on feedback from the line and benchmarking 
international experience on the performance of graduates. 

The Ethiopian Aviation Academy, as part of its strategic 
initiatives, will continue to cooperate with like-minded 
organizations internationally and employ innovative training 
concepts in its training programmes to meet the demands  
of the industry in the region. 
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ABOUT CApT. GAry mOrriSOn 
Gary has been in the aviation 
industry for 50 years including 
37 years as an airline pilot and 
Check Airman for Eastern Airlines 
and US Airways. He joined 
CAE in 2007 and has served as 
Director of Training Solutions, the 
Regulatory Affairs Department’s 
Head of Global Ab Initio and 
MPL Initiatives as well as all CAE 
initiatives for Canadian ATO and 
India initiatives. In his current 
position, he is the primary CAE 
regulatory representative for 
FAA Part 121 for the Americas 
and Globally for MPL and 
EBT including supporting CAE 
Global Academy’s Ab Initio and 
Multi-crew Pilot Licence (MPL) 
initiatives. 

Much has been written in previous articles about the evolution of training for ab initio 
pilots desiring to become airline pilots. The drivers for new approaches to the training 
are rooted in the change in aircraft technologies, simulation technologies and even the 
generational learning styles of human beings. Highly automated aircraft and the 
simulation devices/tools used to train have been changing at a rapid rate. Current 
generations have increasingly been using highly technical toys and devices at play and 
in their studies from infancy to adulthood. Meanwhile, most of the aviation industry 
throughout the world continues to educate and train future airline pilots through a 
very methodical, tried and trusted, prescriptive training methodology and process.

With the adoption of the MPL to ICAO standards in 2006, the opportunity to envision 
training airline pilots in a very different way became a reality. The open invitation to 
create a new and effective training process, free from the constraints of the 
traditional prescriptive training approach, appeared to be a daunting task. For the 
members of the Flight Crew Licensing and Training Panel, the solution was to adopt a 
well-established method of design, developed over many years and used by several 
industries and military organizations to develop training for personnel: the 
Instructional Systems Design (ISD) process.

By definition, Instructional Systems Design (ISD) is the practice of creating 
"instructional experiences which make the acquisition of knowledge and skill more 
efficient, effective, and appealing". The process consists broadly of determining the 
current state and needs of the learner, defining the end goal of instruction, and 
creating some "intervention" to assist in the transition. 

Ideally, the process is informed by pedagogically (process of teaching) and 
andragogically (adult learning) tested theories of learning and may take place in 
student-only, teacher-led or community-based settings. The outcome of this 
instruction may be directly observable and scientifically measured or completely 
hidden and assumed. 

There are many instructional design models, and many are based on the five phases 
of ADDIE: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. As a field, 
instructional design is historically and traditionally rooted in cognitive and behavioral 
psychology, though recently Constructivism (learning theory) has influenced thinking 
in the field.

The ISD methodology to produce a training process for an airline pilot role leads to  
an approach distinct from training to prescriptive regulatory hours and experience, 
and from the traditional curriculum design of reusing parts of existing pilot training 
curricula in a “cut and paste” method. Continuous assessment of the student pilot 

prOvIng	tHe	multI-Crew		
pIlOt	lICenCe	(mpl)		
prOCeSS	FOr	trAInIng		
AIrlIne	CrewmemberS

mpl	trAInIng	DevelOpment mpl	trAInIng	DevelOpment
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throughout the entire curricula replaces periodic testing  
gates (stage or phase checks, etc.), allowing the ISD process to 
dictate the training aids and tools appropriate to the task of 
developing competency. While not totally new, this approach is 
certainly a radical change in ab initio pilot training. These  
concepts must be tried and tested through military training 
programmes and airlines who train under the process of the 
Advanced Qualification Program (AQP) or the Advanced Training 
Qualification Program (ATQP).

Over 100 years of aviation training would dictate that good 
techniques and practices should not be totally discarded, but 
indeed used appropriately in the programme design. To this end, 
CAE designed the first North American MPL programme, in 
coordination with Transport Canada, using the process in the 
accompanying diagram (Figure 1). 

The project was absent of pre-conceived notions of incremental 
or total training time, based on a robust task analysis, and using 
advanced technology training aids and devices. Best practices and 
lessons learned were not ignored; in fact, they were used as often 
as practical when appropriate. 

Capping the pyramid were a truly effective Safety Management 
System (SMS) and a robust and effective Quality Management 
System (QMS). Using a well-designed training management 
system enabled tracking of all task elements and student activities. 
Curricula effectiveness and operational efficiency were 
monitored at every phase of the training in great detail, enabling  
a continuous feedback loop that provided the mechanisms for 
continuous improvement.

In order to improve the QMS of the Flight Training Organizations 
(FTOs) and Type Rating Training Providers (TRTPs) who delivered 
the various stages of the Beta programmes, intensive staff 
training, in both SMS and QMS, was conducted prior to training 
the first students. The regulator, Transport Canada, also upgraded 
the training of their inspector staff in Quality Management.  
Early development and design experiences dictated that all 
instructional techniques be improved, even though the training 
providers selected the “best of the best” instructors from their 
staff rosters.

The first Beta programme began with 79 hours in actual aircraft 
(not including Base Training) and 290 hours in FSTDs for a total of 
369 hours of training. Upon thorough review by the sponsoring 
airline, the regulator, training providers and programme 
development staff, the second Beta trial was run with 79 hours  
in actual aircraft (not including Base Training) and 265 hours in 
FSTDs for a total of 344 hours of training. 

How did the airline rate these MPL trained pilots? A quote from 
Air Asia’s Captain Dominic Henry Chin, Chief Pilot Training and 
Standards is indicative:

“We achieved high quality standards and found excellent 
commitment and maturity in these cadets who graduated 
from MPL. They were made for the A320. They were made 
for us. You want an airline pilot? Go MPL!”

In mid-2013, CAE purchased Oxford Aviation Academy to  
create CAE Oxford Aviation Academy. With this acquisition,  
CAE acquired three more MPL programmes: Dragonair, EasyJet 
and Flybe. 

mpl	trAInIng	DevelOpment mpl	trAInIng	DevelOpment

FIGURE 1: CONTINUOUS  
FEEDBACK LOOP

effective  
Quality System

effective Safety  
management System

Apply industry best practices  
and lessons learned

Use of advanced technology

Apply the principles of the instructional 
Systems design process to benchmark 
competencies and training outcomes
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These three MPL programmes were developed under JAA or  
JAA represented regulations. Therefore, the theoretical training, 
as in most JAA curriculums, was not integrated concurrently  
with the practical training, but was conducted at the beginning  
of the programmes followed by the practical training phases. 
These programmes concluded with the Base Training and the 
acceptance of the MPL for Initial Operating Experience with the 
sponsoring airline.

Since this acquisition, CAE has also begun MPL programmes with 
Tigerair and Japan Airlines. The Tigerair programme follows the 
JAA MPL track, while the Japan Airlines programme will be based 
on an enhanced version of the original CAE MPL programme 
conducted in Canada. Core and Basic phases will be conducted at 
the CAE Oxford Aviation Academy Phoenix location and include 
turbo-jet training during the Basic phase. Intermediate, Advanced 
phases and Base Training will occur at locations in Japan and under 
the regulations of JCAB.

CAE was delighted to be a Platinum Sponsor for ICAO’s MPL 
Symposium last December in Montreal. While CAE’s MPL 
programmes and lessons learned were showcased during the 
three-day event, much was also learned and shared with the 
world’s other MPL programmes. This first convening of global 
stakeholders since the adoption of MPL in 2006 was a significant 
milestone in establishing the validity of MPL, providing a forum 
where participants shared lessons learned, and highlighting the 
need for improvement in the PANS Training Document and other 
guidance material provided by ICAO and IATA, as well as more 
comprehensive data collection and analysis.

CAE is deeply invested in the Multi-crew Pilot Licence concept 
and, while we believe there will be a place for traditional CPL and 
ATPL training programmes for a long time to come, we see MPL  
as a very good alternative for training future airline pilots. Given 
good regulatory guidance from National Aviation Authorities,  
an engaged airline employer, a well-qualified potential student 
applicant and a well-constructed and quality executed training 
curricula, the MPL graduates will continue to increase and play  
a major role in the world’s airline pilot workforce.

CAE is a global leader in modelling, simulation and training for  
civil aviation and defence. The company employs approximately 
8,000 people at more than 100 sites and training locations in 
approximately 30 countries. CAE offers civil aviation, military and 
helicopter training services in more than 50 locations worldwide 
and trains approximately 100,000 crew members yearly. In 
addition, the CAE Oxford Aviation Academy offers training to 
aspiring pilot cadets in 10 CAE-operated flight schools.  
CAE's business is diversified, ranging from the sale of simulation 
products to providing comprehensive services such as training 
and aviation services, integrated enterprise solutions,  
in-service support and crew sourcing. The company applies 
simulation expertise and operational experience to help 
customers enhance safety, improve efficiency, maintain readiness 
and solve challenging problems. More information can be found  
at www.cae.com. 

given	good	regulatory	guidance	from	national	Aviation	
Authorities,	an	engaged	airline	employer,	a	well-qualified	
potential	student	applicant	and	a	well-constructed	and		
quality	executed	training	curricula,	the	mpl	graduates	will	
continue	to	increase	and	play	a	major	role	in	the	world’s		
airline	pilot	workforce.
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ICAO Annex 6 - Operation of Aircraft, Part I - International Commercial Air Transport 
– Aeroplanes, houses standards for the conduct of international operations and 
includes requirements for cabin crew training programmes. ICAO standards specify 
that an air operator must establish and maintain a training programme and have it 
approved by the State. All persons must complete the operator’s initial training 
programme before being assigned as operating cabin crew members on board 
passenger flights. The standards define the high-level goals of the training 
programme. These include: ensuring that cabin crew members are competent to 
execute their safety-related duties and responsibilities in the event of an emergency, 
that they can operate safety and emergency equipment, and that they are 
knowledgeable on altitude physiology, as well as dangerous goods and human 
performance. ICAO standards also require that cabin crew members complete an 
annual recurrent training programme, in order to maintain the necessary 
competencies, knowledge and skills.

In addition, ICAO requires that an operator establish and maintain a security training 
programme, approved by the State, which enables crew members to minimize the 
consequences of acts of unlawful interference.

DevelOpIng	COmpetenCy-
bASeD	trAInIng	FOr	CAbIn	
Crew:	ICAO’S	ApprOACH
what	are	the	ICAO	requirements	for	Cabin	Crew	training?

ABOUT mArTin mAUrinO 
Martin heads the ICAO Cabin 
Safety Programme. Before 
joining ICAO, he was a Civil 
Aviation Programme Manager 
at Transport Canada Civil 
Aviation, where he worked on 
the implementation of safety 
management systems, fatigue 
risk management systems and 
human factors across all types 
of certificate holders. Previously, 
he was also a Safety Analysis 
Manager at the International  
Air Transport Association where 
he was responsible for cabin 
safety, and a cabin crew member 
at Air Canada.

He holds a Master’s degree 
in Industrial Engineering, 
specializing in Human Factors  
and Ergonomics, from the 
University of Montreal.
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new iCAO Guidance: who is it Aimed at and why?
The Organization developed the Cabin Crew Safety Training 
Manual (ICAO Doc 10002) to provide guidance related to cabin 
crew training requirements found in Annex 6. The manual is  
aimed at States, airlines and training organizations. It provides  
a syllabus for airlines and training organizations to develop 
competency-based cabin crew training programmes. It also 
provides guidelines for States to assist their inspectors in 
approving a training programme. 

As a minimum, the cabin crew training syllabus should include all 
relevant parts of the syllabuses suggested in the manual. The 
content of the manual does not represent a “one size fits all” 
approach; it was designed so that it can be tailored by airlines/
training organizations to suit their needs. It is presented as a 
baseline for cabin crew safety and security training, which airline 
training managers and State inspectors can use to benchmark the 
content of training programmes. 

iCSG: The international perspective
In order to develop the manual, the Organization established a 
joint Industry-Regulatory Group, named the ICAO Cabin Safety 
Group (ICSG), which brings together leading experts from civil 
aviation authorities, airlines, aircraft manufacturers and 
international organizations. The ICSG serves as the ICAO expert 
group on all cabin safety-related matters. The ICSG worked over  
a period of two years to develop the content of the Cabin Crew 
Safety Training Manual, through a process of consensus, taking 
into account existing regulations and industry best practices 
across different regions. The Group’s membership included 
airlines of different sizes, from small regional carriers operating 
with single cabin crew members to large international carriers 
operating wide-body aircraft, to ensure that the content of the 
manual meets the needs of different operations. 

why invest in Competency-based Training?
The manual presents cabin crew training in a competency-based 
approach. A competency-based approach emphasizes on-the-job 
performance and the knowledge and skills required for perform-
ing the job. Competency-based training aims at progressively 
building and integrating knowledge and skills required for 
competent performance and measuring how well competencies 
necessary for the job are demonstrated to the specified 
performance standards. It allows airlines to develop training 
programmes that are tailored to meet their needs, address 
specific operational and safety issues, and better prepare cabin 
crew to manage the realities of the operating environment.

developing Competency-based Training through  
international Consensus
ICAO followed a two-step process to produce the content of the 
manual. A cornerstone of competency-based training is a detailed 
and accurate job/task analysis. Therefore, as a first step, ICAO 
developed the competency framework for cabin crew, which 
outlines what competencies cabin crew members need to conduct 
their duties and effectively handle expected and unexpected events. 
This framework was developed by the ICSG through a process of 
consensus on what constitutes cabin crew competen cies necessary 
for safe operations. The content of the framework represents the 
result of this exercise and is an internationally agreed upon baseline 
for cabin crew competencies. The development of the framework 
included a job and task analysis to determine performance 
standards, the conditions under which the job is carried out, the 
criticality of tasks, and the inventory of skills and knowledge.

This framework was modelled after the competencies developed 
for flight crew members, in order to provide consistency across the 
frameworks developed for aviation professionals. It is comprised of 
five pieces, which cover cabin crew competencies related to: normal 
operations, abnormal and emergency situations, security threats, 
the transport of dangerous goods and remove comma, cabin health 
and first aid. Additionally, ICAO developed a set of soft skills that 
cabin crew members should possess, such as communication, 
decision-making, and situational awareness. 
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As a second step, the content of the training programme was 
reverse-engineered based on the identified competencies which 
cabin crew members should possess. The following information is 
included for each competency element presented in the manual: 
■■ the performance criteria associated with the competency 

element;
■■ the recommended conditions under which the training  

should be conducted (e.g. classroom-based training versus 
hands-on exercises);

■■ the reference material that is relevant during the training; 
■■ the recommended performance standard used to verify that  

the performance criteria are met, including examples of items 
covered in the airline’s procedures;

■■ the recommended knowledge that the trainees should  
possess; and

■■ the recommended skills needed to support the competencies.
 
focus on Scenario-based Training
A key part of a competency-based approach is scenario-based 
training. The use of scenario-based training allows for the realistic 
simulation of flight conditions when human error is known to 
occur. During the training, the scenario allows for the re-creation 
of the chain of errors that can cause accidents. The realistic 
re-creation of a situation that is likely to occur on the line helps 
build cabin crew members’ confidence. Scenarios can be used to 
assess how trainees apply procedures, use safety and emergency 

equipment, aircraft systems, and checklists. Additionally, the 
airline or training organization can integrate the evaluation of 
skills into the scenario, assess how trainees perform in a team 
environment, and highlight the importance of crew resource 
management. The ICAO manual includes recommended simulated 
exercises that should be integrated into the curriculum (e.g. an 
aircraft evacuation simulation in a representative training device 
capable of reproducing the appropriate environment/equipment).
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Creating a realistic Training environment
The availability of representative training devices and equipment 
is integral to the development and execution of scenario-based 
training. Cabin Training Devices (CTDs) that are capable of 
re-creating realistic situations can be used to provide effective 
training on safety and abnormal/emergency procedures. The 
material presented in the manual includes the recommended 
features that should be incorporated into CTDs used for cabin 
crew training. 

ICAO also developed guidance on criteria for assessing 
emergency exit trainers, safety and emergency equipment used 
for training purposes, as well as fire-fighting and water survival 
facilities. This guidance is meant to assist airlines in choosing 
training devices that best suit their needs. It is also provided as a 
means for States to evaluate the airline/training organization’s 
devices, as part of the training programme approval process. 

The Key role of instructors and examiners
The success of training programmes and the development of 
competent cabin crew members are, in large part, due to cabin 
crew training managers, training programme developers, instruc-
tors and examiners. Therefore, airlines/training organizations 
should establish qualifications and desired competencies for key 
personnel. The role of instructors and examiners in a competency-
based training programme differs from that of traditional training 
programmes and requires a specific set of competencies. The 

the	ICSg	worked	over	
a	period	of	two	years	to	
develop	the	content	of		
the	Cabin Crew Safety 
Training Manual,	through		
a	process	of	consensus,	
taking	into	account		
existing	regulations	and	
industry	best	practices	
across	different	regions.
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shift to scenario-based training requires that instructors/
examiners undergo specific training in order to fulfil their tasks. 
As part of the manual, ICAO developed competencies specific to 
cabin crew instructors, examiners and training programme 
developers to address the roles of these key safety professionals.

Conclusion
ICAO sees the benefits of competency-based training across 
aviation professionals. The Organization developed guidance for 
competency-based cabin crew training so that cabin crew 
members may perform their duties and responsibilities profi-
ciently, and with the goal of establishing an international baseline 
for cabin crew competencies. The Cabin Crew Safety Training 
Manual (Doc 10002) presents cabin crew safety training using a 
competency-based approach and provides guidance for the 
development and approval of training programmes.

ICAO also saw the need to develop guidance on several key 
aspects essential for a successful cabin crew training programme, 
such as criteria for representative training devices and instructor/
examiner competencies and qualifications. The manual is 
scheduled to be released in May 2014. More information on ICAO’s 
cabin safety programme can be found on the Organization’s 
website at: www.icao.int/cabinsafety. 
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providing the aviation industry with highly trained and 
skilled professionals through training and related services 
for safe air transportation in accordance with international 

standards, in its bid to realize its vision. Our matrix of 
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Aeronautical Telecommunications Engineers, Air Traffi c 
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HArmOnIzAtIOn	OF	Atm	
trAInIng:	A	mAjOr	CHAllenge	
In	A	FrAgmenteD	wOrlD
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Given the anticipated increase in demand for aviation personnel, aviation staffing will 
become problematic in many regions of the world in the near future unless steps are 
taken today. The Next Generation of Aviation Professionals (NGAP) has adopted a 
mission to ensure that there are sufficient competent human resources from future 
generations to satisfy future aviation staffing requirements. 

When one looks at the role of Air Traffic Management (ATM) in the aviation transport 
system, it is obvious that the ATM population is relatively small compared to other 
spheres. Nevertheless, the contribution of ATM to the system is not only essential 
but also fundamental to maintaining ICAO’s high level objectives of safety, security, 
environmental protection and sustainability of air transport and, consequently, the 
NGAP vision and mission.

ATM and ATC (Air Traffic Control) training play a fundamental role in the aviation 
community. Common and harmonized training, based on the latest developments and 
pedagogy, such as competency-based training, will lead to high, common and uniform 
levels of air traffic service provision and therefore safety. ATC plays a fundamental 
role in aviation security as air traffic controllers may be the first to recognize that a 
security risk is unfolding. Training using the latest technologies and improved 
operating procedures as well as correct organization of air traffic flows will allow 
aircraft to operate to high levels of environmental efficiency. 
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ATM is a pivotal contributor to all of ICAO’s high level objectives. 
Where the visible and largest part of the air transport system 
clearly resides with pilots and aircraft, the other side of the coin, 
so to speak, is ATM. Despite being far less visible, with a much 
smaller work force, ATM is a major and significant partner in 
ensuring that the entire system functions in a safe, orderly and 
expeditious fashion.

investing in sustainability
Guaranteeing sufficient well-trained staff for future aviation 
needs is one aspect of sustainability. Training aviation 
professionals is very costly and the smaller the population,  
the costlier the training. As we have seen, ATM is a comparatively 
small population with regard to other aviation professions.  
This makes the resource even scarcer and costlier. 

Once the investment in our next and subsequent generations has 
been made to train them, it is in the interest of all parties to see 
that they remain and use their knowledge, understanding, skill, 
ability, competence and experience to the aviation community's 
benefit. We must ensure that these future professionals will have 
stimulating career development prospects and engaging career 
opportunities that will, not only meet their professional needs,  
but also retain them in the aviation industry. This, of course, 
involves comprehending future generations, their mentality and 
their aspirations. 

Mobility, freedom, access to information and career prospects are 
all important contributing factors which will enable and encourage 
young people to choose aviation over other careers and industries. 
This is even more the case in relatively small, site-specific and less 
eye-catching areas such as ATM and the safety-significant tasks 
within ATM such as Air Traffic Control. Unlike pilots, air traffic 
controller training is linked to the services these trainees will 

AtC	plays	a	fundamental	
role	in	aviation	security	
as	air	traffic	controllers	
may	be	the	first	to	
recognize	that	a	security	
risk	is	unfolding.
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provide and, ultimately, the location where they will exercise the 
privileges of their Air Traffic Control licence. One of the main 
challenges then becomes mobility.

The pursuit of commonality
Commonality in ATM training can be achieved for initial training 
where basic skills, knowledge and understanding are taught.  
There are also elements of commonality in certain other functions 
such as those performed by instructors and assessors where  
core competencies have already been achieved but pedagogical 
competencies are the target of the training. By harmonizing  
these aspects of training, a remarkable degree of global 
harmonization can be achieved.

A greater challenge lies in site-specific unit training. Here,  
the local geography, topography, aerodrome layout, airspace, 
procedures, types of user, etc. determine the training to be 
provided and will differ for every single unit. Consequently, a 
commonality in training can only be achieved within the 
framework of the training itself. Common competencies and 
standards will be recognized and applied, but the way in which 
they must be performed will vary greatly from one unit to  
the next.

There are various initiatives which take into account local 
differences and are aimed at enhancing the availability of ATM 
staff. One such initiative is ICAO's NGAP where the ATM sub-
group has already produced a number of draft documents to 
either amend or supplement existing training material. The PANS 
TRG is to be updated. These drafts will be further supplemented 
by guidance material in the form of training manuals. The ATSEP 

Doc 9172-E2 will be updated to accommodate the latest 
developments in training and a brand new Air Traffic Controller 
(ATCO) training manual is to be published. 

This new material is particularly important as it fills a much-
needed gap where there is currently very little material available 
for ATCO and the ATSEP material is in need of upgrading to 
accommodate new developments in the field.

Achieving harmonization in europe
Another example of the need for harmonization is Europe. This 
continent is fragmented and contains numerous, relatively small 
States, each with its own paradigms, cultures, processes, 
procedures and languages (there are often multiple languages in 
use within a single State). To further complicate the situation, 
there is national legislation in many fields that differs significantly 
from one State to another. Staff mobility is also affected by  
local and national legislation in fields of employment, finance, 
pension, social security, tax rules, pension, welfare, healthcare, 
and many others. 

Language, in particular, is tricky. Although the EU does not have 
mandatory requirements for local language proficiency for air 
traffic controllers, there may be requirements for employment 
within a given country. Furthermore, local language proficiency 
may be a factor for success in training and integration into the 
local community.

This fragmentation increases the difficulties of developing a 
mobile work force. However, one of the cornerstones of the 
European Union is the free movement of goods and services.  
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As such, the EU has developed a number of legal tools aimed at 
mutual recognition of ATCO licences and harmonized training. 
There are also harmonized requirements for ATSEP and, very 
soon, other safety related and safety critical personnel will join 
the ranks of legislated training on this continent.

The European Union has tasked the European Commission 
Agency, EASA (the European Aviation Safety Agency), with not 
only drafting regulations on these matters on behalf of the 
European Commission, but also overseeing implementation  
of these laws once they come into force.

As with any system, there are pros and cons to these develop-
ments. On the positive side, mutual recognition and standardized 
procedures are positive steps towards realizing the vision of a 
seamless ANS. These are certainly goals to be strived for to 
enhance safety and sustainability by ensuring highly harmonized 
standards in training to improve service provision. 

weighing the benefits and costs
However, all new regulation brings implementation requirements 
which, in turn, require changes to a system that is already in place 
and functional. With the added burden and cost of implementing 
the changes to meet new regulatory requirements comes the 
added cost of maintaining compliance with more rules. In order to 

ensure harmonization, standardization inspections, audits and 
oversight must be conducted to ensure that the legislation’s 
intent is, indeed, fulfilled. 

A fine balance must be maintained to ensure that the advantages 
sought outweigh the burdens, especially within the context of the 
difficult financial constraints we face today. 
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Beyond the paradigm of finding the “right” person in the “right” place with the 
required qualifications, a significant part of the answer depends, to a large  
extent, on the quality of the integration (or “on-boarding”) process within the 
operator organization.

Leaving aside the disheartening but nevertheless common story of the young  
recruit who starts without a badge, a password and especially without noticing that 
his immediate superior is overwhelmed and unable to provide proper orientation,  
it is clear that over 50% of a successful recruitment procedure depends solely  
on the success of the first few weeks on the job, commonly known as the trial or 
probationary period. Sadly, one never gets the chance to make a good first 
impression twice. This is an observation that is relevant in all spheres of activity,  
be they professional or otherwise.

In today’s work environment, younger generations are hyper-sensitive about 
employers keeping their promises. However, airline company workloads are not 
always compatible with “promises made” and managers often complain about having 
to barter time in order to meet deadlines. What is the solution? How can we promote 
and improve the effectiveness of new hires, whatever their age, while also fostering 
their vital need to feel attached to the company, which is the foundation of a solid 
corporate culture?

how can one gain experience before one even has a chance to acquire it? 
When it comes to the Flight Crew, there is a common and pervasive belief that a good 
pilot is an “old” pilot: someone who has accumulated the necessary experience to 
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well-InFOrmeD	reCruItment	
IS	eFFeCtIve	reCruItment
what	constitutes	good	recruitment?	
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master diverse and complex situations for which he received 
training at some point in time, but also, and especially, someone 
who will be able to show good judgment when faced with a 
situation for which he has perhaps never received any training  
at all.

In these professions, very little happens by chance. Today’s 
candidates are often unconsciously perceived as being 
incompetent and lacking the essential situational awareness  
of all of the factors that make up what is and remains a complex 
aeronautical system.

Today, and in the future, it has become absolutely essential to 
specifically prepare candidates to join the profession during the 
selection process, whether they are aspiring pilots, flight 
attendants or ground personnel, thereby enabling them to take  
on a position within an airline company immediately. There are 
many candidates knocking on air carriers’ doors while, at the same 
time, these carriers are evolving within a complex regulatory and 
social environment and, consequently, have become more and 
more demanding.

Technical competencies are still required,  
yet are no longer enough
The selection process must move beyond meeting a minimum 
number of prerequisites. Today, candidates must prove that they 
are able to perform their assigned tasks as real managers whether 
they assume the position of Pilot-in-Command, First Officer, 
In-charge Cabin Crew Member or Flight Attendant. They must be 
able to demonstrate their abilities to fit into a typical organiza-
tional structure (multi-cultural, multiple procedures, safety 
management) and prove that they have the intrinsic qualities to 
constantly adapt to an ever-changing environment.

To cite just one population: the pilot profession has undergone 
profound changes. For several decades now, pilots have had to 
deal with numerous issues including: technological upheavals  
(new generation aircraft, the “glass cockpit”, FMS, etc.); the 
Pilot-in-Command’s position within the airline company and 
especially, the emergence of new tasks within the crew (CRM). 
Some of these new tasks are commercial ones, such as managing 
the expectations of increasingly demanding and sometimes 
unruly customers and mastering the art of communications in a 
totally open world where information is continuously circulating 
and immediately accessible via smart phones and the Internet.

Requisite pilot skills have advanced from knowing how to handle  
a plane to assuming the role of a true manager. Today, everyone is 
aware that technical training alone is no longer enough. The 
famous “TQ” (Technical Qualification) is merely a job pre-requisite 
and only acts as an entry point to gaining experience with the 
realities of the operational world. 

In light of the experience garnered from thousands of recruitment 
procedures, it is clear that candidates are not sufficiently aware  
of the future organizational environment that they are about to 
join, never mind being able to master it. Knowledge is generally 
insufficient and sometimes almost non-existent when it comes to 
the inherent constraints of the profession. These constraints 
include problems related to impaired operational faculties such 
as: fatigue, stress, lack of sleep and hypoglycemia.

Our world has changed profoundly and is in a constant  
state of flux
Airline companies are obliged to adapt, especially within an 
economic context that is marked by heightened competition.  
An airline company is and remains a company; it is created to 
generate value and must constantly adjust to commercial 
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realities. It is necessary to save money and optimize operations  
in order to remain competitive. If staff members have a better 
understanding of the competitive environment they work in, this 
will improve performance based on respect for this framework.

Operators, and especially airline companies, function almost 
identically because there is not much room for a great deal of 
innovation. They are mainly founded on “organizational silos” 
where each trade contributes its workers’ highly technical skills  
in order to produce and sell hours of flight. In addition to 
commercial performance, an airline company’s success relies  
first and foremost on the ability of its executives to orchestrate 
and adjust these competency “silos” and bring them into harmony 
with one another.

Quality Departments and Human Resources Departments in 
parti cular play a definitive role in promoting the cross-cutting 
(transversality) needed to coordinate different talents to  
ensure that, at the end of the day, flights take off on time in 
complete safety. 

There is still a profound lack of comprehension of the constraints 
faced by co-workers, sometimes in the office just next door, which 
are too often perceived as obstacles to the completion of a given 
task. Without going as far as actually trading jobs for a given 
period of time, even a minimum level of awareness and knowledge 

about the roles played by co-workers and the constraints they 
face helps to eliminate these bottlenecks in the system.

This lack of knowledge is especially prevalent when new hires are 
recruited and begin to work for the company.

These blockages are sometimes also exacerbated by the disparity 
between collective social statuses that merely reflect the specific 
characteristics of each profession. Too often, we unthinkingly 
contrast ground staff with flight crew. We need to be honest  
and admit that social relations tend to generally focus on the 
second group, which is often a source of frustration for the first 
group. Nevertheless, it remains the case that, generally speaking, 
a reciprocal lack of knowledge provides fodder for suspicion, 
 which sometimes leads to dysfunctional behaviour and conflicts.

If time is taken through upstream education to explain the 
cons  traints and issues co-workers face in a given situation, and if 
particular attention is given to the extent to which this relation-
ship fits within a specific organizational framework, then tensions 
may dissipate almost as quickly as they arose.

The days have clearly gone when everyone  
was just expected to do their job
Today, everyone must contribute to collectively improving the 
global organizational system which is dedicated to safety. 
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Does a pilot merely fly? Absolutely not. We have graduated to a 
Safety Management System (SMS). The traditional, profession-
based system has evolved towards full SMS integration,  
thanks, in particular, to automation. The pilot of the future will be 
part of a multi-sectorial, professional environment which 
interacts and converges with all of the actors involved to achieve 
this safety objective.

This is why it is beneficial to undergo comprehensive training 
specifically related to joining the aeronautical profession.  
This training should focus on the type of operation where the 
candidate would like to work and should provide him with a 
guaranteed passport for his future career. It is therefore 
important for any candidate who aspires to join an air transport 
company to be prepared to meet the company’s expectations  
that the candidate become a multi-talented manager.

Currently, a pilot’s managerial duties are no longer restricted to 
flight preparations, briefings, debriefings and handling incidents 
and accidents. A pilot’s duties have expanded to managing clients 
and unruly passengers and the Pilot-in-Command now has an 
essential commercial and economic role to play (Cost Index, 
continual economic trade-offs, constant awareness-raising 
through company guidance, etc.)

An appropriate response has to be developed to meet the  
current requirements of the recruitment market and operators’ 
expectations as well as those of candidates who are  
equally demanding.

Factors to be mastered include, but are not limited, to the 
following:

■■ Development of an aeronautical career (the importance of the 
transition towards Pilot-in-Command);

■■ Changes in the pilot profession over several decades;
■■ Air operators’ expectations / the economic context, 
organizational framework and operational factors;

■■ New selection criteria and recruitment techniques (identifying 
personality types, influences, GO/NO-GO, etc.);

■■ Programme to optimize operational performance;
■■ Acquisition of managerial skills (optimized CRM, one’s economic 

role, communication tools, media exposure, crisis 
communication);

■■ Acquisition of the New Generation Human Factors reference 
framework;

■■ Training programme on impaired operational faculties;
■■ Simulator training (NOTECH, LOFT, LOE);
■■ Preparation for HR interviews / role-playing.

This innovative approach1 can remain effective through constant 
interaction between complementary teams of experienced 
instructors (IPL amongst others) and Human Resources 
practitioners from airline companies. The aim is to assist 
candidates ready for the selection procedure to be operational as 
soon as they are hired to a Flight Crew or Cabin Crew position.

The purpose is to provide future employees with well-informed 
support before they join the Company. This type of support is 
required to fully appreciate the highest common denominator 
that unites us all - flight safety. 

1 GAAOPS: Global Awareness Air Operations
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An	IntervIew	wItH		
KevIn	O'DrISCOll,	SenIOr		
vICe-preSIDent,	daa	
DublIn	AIrpOrt	AutHOrIty	
InternAtIOnAl

daa international is part of daa Group (owner and operator of Irish State owned 
airports) is now the Airport Council International (ACI) Training Centre for  
Western Europe and is progressing to becoming Dublin International Aviation 
Training Academy (DIATA), a fully approved training centre by IATA and ICAO 
TRAINAIR PLUS supported by Academic partners Dublin City University and  
Carlow Institute of Technology.

The Centre became a TRAINAIR PLUS Member in June 2013 and chose to use the 
“Aerodrome Inspection” Standardized Training Package (STP) developed by Incheon 
Airport Aviation Academy to fulfil one of the centre’s training needs.

Kevin O'Driscoll was asked to comment on the experience of selecting and ordering 
an STP through the TRAINAIR PLUS Electronic Management System (TPEMS) and to 
assess the quality of the material available through the virtual library.

please describe the decision-making process that led your organization  
to purchase a TrAinAir plUS STp.
The ICAO TRAINAIR PLUS brand of quality was a natural choice for us as part of  
our drive for excellence in respect of our staff training programmes. We are keen  
to ensure that we use best industry standards and, with 20 of our trainers having 
completed the ICAO Training Developers Course, we can now apply the principles  
of TRAINAIR PLUS to all our Aerodrome training programmes.

why did you select the “Aerodrome inspection” STp developed by incheon  
Airport Aviation Academy?
It is important that we support staff in the diverse roles that they are expected to 
perform at the Aerodrome and few roles are as demanding as those of our Airside 
Operations team. They are critical to maintaining and managing safe operations at 
the Aerodrome. Our staff understands that receiving the ICAO Aerodrome Inspection 
certificate is the type of industry accreditation that they require as professionals 
and we, as an organisation, require to satisfy quality and safety assurance standards.

how would you describe the STp purchasing experience through the  
TrAinAir plUS electronic management System (TpemS)?
We would describe it as a simple shopping experience with minimum difficulty.  
The straight-forward ordering and pricing options made the process very efficient. 
Our order was processed quickly and we were able to download the programme 
within a week of placement.
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do you feel that the methodology used to develop STps results 
in a standardized product that can be effectively used globally?
Yes, certainly it can be used globally, and the greater the 
standardisation in our training programmes the greater the 
understanding across the industry. We are, at the present, writing 
our first STP for “Breathing Apparatus Wearers” and we support 
the emphasis that TRAINAIR PLUS puts on detailed analysis and 
quality in design. 

did your instructors experience any difficulties delivering  
the training?
Having reviewed the modules, we expect no difficulty in delivery. 
We have had to adapt the STP so as to reflect the home 
Aerodrome requirements. Delivery will be in late 2014, and we  
will forward feedback from the students and instructor, and feed 
that back to ICAO and to IAAA.

Are there other STps in the TrAinAir plUS library that your 
organization would be inclined to purchase?
We are considering the “Supervising Airport Teams to Deliver 
Great Customer Service” STP from Gulf Centre for Aviation 
Studies (GCAS) and we will also be looking at other STPs with 
interest, currently under development.
 
how would you evaluate the return on investment (rOi) 
associated with purchasing an STp as opposed to development 
of the course by your organization?
Our operations team has evaluated the IAAA Aerodrome 
Inspection STP content. It would take our STP writers 
considerable time to develop a training programme of this 
standard. All things considered, we would consider that the 
purchase of an STP of this quality constitutes excellent ROI.

would you recommend the TrAinAir plUS STp exchange  
to other training centres?
Yes, absolutely. The TRAINAIR PLUS STP Programme is a very 
cost-effective means of availing of internationally accredited 
quality aviation training programmes. 

tHe	trAInAIr	pluS	Stp	lIbrAry
Since the launch of the TRAINAIR PLUS Programme, a total 
of 73 Standardized Training Packages (STPs) have been 
validated or are in the process of being validated by ICAO. 

STPs are fully documented and tested comprehensive 
packages of competency-based training material developed 
in accordance with ICAO Document 9941: Training Develop-
ment Guide, Competency-based Training Methodology. The 
packages include course material such as handouts, exams 
and course curriculum, but also all relevant documents  
on how the course was developed (population analysis, task 
analysis, training objectives).

The 70+ Members of the TRAINAIR PLUS Programme  
are benefitting from a wide array of STPs developed by  
other Members. All Members can acquire STPs at an 
affordable rate, instead of developing costly courses, and 
can deliver them within their own premises. As the number  
of STPs is growing, exchanges of STPs among members  
are steadily increasing.

we	are	keen	to	ensure	that	we	use	best	industry	

standards	and	with	20	of	our	trainers	having	completed	

the	ICAO	training	Developers	Course	we	can	now	apply	

the	principles	of	trAInAIr	pluS	to	all	our	Aerodrome	

training	programmes.
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The demand for quality talent will continue to be high for airports. employer branding 
offers an hr strategy that can fill those talent gaps and combat skill shortages.

ACI member airports continue to strive to innovate when it comes to attracting, 
developing and promoting their team of professionals. The end goal of these 
activities is to ensure that airports meet the future needs of the communities 
they serve as well as those of the broader commercial air transport industry. 

A well-defined Human Resources plan must be coordinated by HR professionals 
who are viewed as strategic partners and advisors to the executive leadership. 
Additionally, this plan must be linked to and created in line with the airport’s 
long-term vision and mission as articulated in its strategic plan. In this article,  
I will cover the concept of employer branding and why it is so necessary.

Talent attraction
Historically, airports have not generally been known as organizations where 
careers are built. Indeed, many on the outside are unclear as to the important  
role that airport organizations play within the local community and worldwide.  
I have witnessed this on many occasions, either while teaching or speaking at 
conferences when I ask airport professionals to raise a hand if, in school,  
they had considered a career at an airport. To date, only five people have raised 
their hands. 

Why is this? We all know that airports provide both rewarding and challenging 
careers, but until recently, we have not excelled at making ourselves known as 
choice employers. This can be achieved by “recruitment marketing”, also known  
as “employer branding”.

ICAO	pArtner	brIeFS	–	ACI	HumAn	reSOurCeS	FOCuS

AttrACtIng	AIrpOrt	
prOFeSSIOnAlS
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employer branding
Employer branding has emerged as a way for HR professionals 
to promote the airport organization to prospective candidates. 
HR can accomplish this through the use of branding, targeting, 
lead generation and other efforts to build the airport 
organization’s name and product, and to spread the word at 
local schools and universities, at trade fairs or through any 
number of other promotional channels.

The issue here is that most HR professionals possess little 
experience as marketers. To begin, HR professionals can team 
up with the airport’s marketing department, which will have 
extensive strategic marketing experience. The HR and 
marketing teams can work on messaging before the organiza-
tion starts looking for talent. In this way, marketing-minded 

staff can offer insight into how a message appears to different 
audiences such as future safety officers or prospective air 
service development managers.
 
When it comes to attracting talent, collaboration between the 
HR and marketing teams of an airport can be a powerful tool. 
 In fact, a recent article by the Association for Talent Develop-
ment indicates that some major non-aviation companies are 
combining their HR and marketing departments as they commit 
to creating an industry-leading employer brand. For airports 
specifically, the aim should be to provide a stellar place to work 
and let people know about the airport organization’s positive 
work culture.
 
The Association for Talent Development notes that a recent 
study from the employer ranking site Glassdoor reveals that 
reputation is a primary motivator in recruiting:
■■ 75% of hiring managers say that reputation affects recruiting.
■■ 83% percent of job seekers are wary of working for a company 

with a negative reputation.
■■ 55% of job candidates say they would reconsider their job 

application if the company had negative press.
 
The notion that an applicant who does not get a position at  
your airport is nothing to worry about is dangerously flawed. 
HR professionals, along with their colleagues in other 
departments, should have a goal to create fans, or airport 
brand ambassadors, out of everyone who the organization 
comes in contact with.
 
One element in a wide range of strategic hr tools
Beyond visibility and reach, employer branding also focuses on 
the candidate experience and how it can reflect on an airport 
organization’s image.
  
As HR professionals implement these marketing tactics in  
their everyday processes, they will find that the benefits of 
strategic recruitment marketing prove valuable. When the 
airport’s marketing and HR teams work together, they can craft 
a cohesive message and brand. Once established, they can 
spread the word and attract candidates, fans and customers.
 
With the tools available today, HR professionals can track  
their success in using various marketing vehicles and 
techniques. Each airport organization can tailor their efforts  
to most effectively reach their target audiences. A 
comprehensive employer branding strategy requires 
considerable coordination between the HR and marketing 
departments of an airport, but the results are well worth  
the effort. 

In the final analysis, it is the people we hire who make  
us successful. 

when	it	comes	to	
attracting	talent,	
collaboration	between		
the	Hr	and	marketing	
teams	of	an	airport		
can	be	a	powerful	tool.
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Singapore. She is part of the 
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in many ways, Singapore is heart of Aviation. A global air hub connecting the world, 
a vibrant and thriving centre of people, enterprise and ideas and a recognized 
leader, its continued success must be driven by the next generation  
of aviation professionals. 

The Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS) is pleased to share its experience 
in building the next generation of aviation professionals through collaborations 
with schools and industry partners. 

A leading and thriving aviation hub driven by a passionate workforce
Singapore aviation has grown significantly to its position of strength today. 
Singapore’s aviation industry is thriving, with icons like Changi Airport, one of the 
busiest air hubs in the Asia-Pacific, Singapore Airlines, one of the most awarded 
airlines in the world, and ST Aerospace, the world’s largest third-party MRO  
provider. The excellent connectivity of our airport has also made Singapore an 
outstanding air cargo and logistics hub, and a vibrant aerospace sector commanding 
25% of the Asia-Pacific region’s market share. 

While this growth can be attributed to many factors, including political stability, 
economic growth and timely investments in infrastructure, one key factor has been 
the passion and commitment of everyone involved in the sector. Singapore aviation 
owes its success to our quality and passionate aviation workforce, which is dedicated 
to making Singapore a recognized leader in aviation.

Aviation is an important industry to Singapore. It is a key enabler of tourism, 
investment and trade. Over the next two decades, the demand for air travel is 
expected to triple, driving up demand for aviation services, particularly in the 
Asia-Pacific region. We are positioning ourselves to capture this growth. Significant 
plans are underway to build additional infrastructure for the airport, including 
aerospace and air cargo facilities. With such far-reaching plans, a key challenge is  
in building a strong and sustainable manpower pipeline to support our growth.

Attracting passionate youths to join the aviation workforce
In line with the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) NGAP initiative,  
CAAS has paid particular attention to growing interest amongst our young, in 
aviation. Since 2010, we have introduced programmes, ranging from educational 
workshops to camps and open houses, with the aim of promoting aviation  
careers to youth. We have been heartened by the strong response from students  
and schools for our programmes, which have reached out to over 35,000 youths  
in just three years.

We have focused a new phase of our promotional strategy on harnessing synergies 
with like-minded partners in education and industry. Such partnerships are  
force multipliers, allowing us to expand our efforts beyond our own resources  
and capabilities.

InveStIng	In		
AvIAtIOn’S	Future
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intensifying outreach
One impactful outreach method we initiated was to seed aviation 
student activity groups or clubs in schools. For example, we 
supported an effort by a local university student group to 
organize an “Aviation Week” on campus. For one week, university 
students had the opportunity to participate in mock interviews, 
career talks and industry visits.

Through a partnership with the Singapore Scouts Association,  
we promoted the Air Scouts Programme and its activities across 
many schools, and provided funding incentives to start up and 
support the operation of new clubs.

Showcasing aviation in STem education
Aviation is a remarkable industry built on the principles of science 
and technology. Our young need to have a strong appreciation of 
these principles at an early age, and learn to recognize and apply 
these concepts in the real world. CAAS has launched efforts to 
showcase the applications to aviation in Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subjects taught in our high 
schools. One way to do this is by developing aviation instruction 
kits for teachers to deliver aviation-themed lessons as part of the 
STEM curriculum in schools. Now, STEM subjects come to life 
through realistic case studies and scenarios on aviation, which 
builds interest in aviation.

We are also reaching out to very young children. For them, much  
of their learning is through play. CAAS has partnered with the 
Singapore Science Centre to provide financial support for a Flight 
and Space Zone within a new Children’s Science Centre. This new 
attraction opens in mid-2014, and will contain hands-on and 
experiential features such as unique flying machines, wind 
tunnels, and solar system models. Here, children and their parents 
can understand the very tangible applications of science and 
technology in flight and aviation. Not only will our youngsters be 

inspired to imagine, experience, discover and dream about the 
wonders of flight, they will also develop an interest in aviation and 
the opportunities it enables.

Building homes for aviation in schools
We also hope to build more “homes” for aviation in our high 
schools. In these “aviation high schools”, students will be 
constantly exposed to aviation-infused environments in the form 
of extra-curricular clubs, curriculum, community projects, 
industry links and learning facilities with aviation themes and 
applications. In February 2014, CAAS launched an initiative known 
as “Aviation in Schools”, where CAAS will commit to providing 
advice, facilitation and funding support to interested schools to 
build up their strengths towards becoming “aviation high schools”. 

Even as we work to interest young people in aviation careers, 
there is also much to be done in partnership with employers to 
raise the profile of aviation careers and develop and retain 
aviation talent.

next	generAtIOn	OF	AvIAtIOn	prOFeSSIOnAlS	(ngAp)	COrner

1st Singapore International Airboree held from 11-16 February 2014  
in conjunction with the Singapore Airshow 2014. 

CAAS has supported Hillgrove Secondary School in developing an aviation 
infused education environment. 

AttrACtIng	tAlent	tHrOugH	
InDuStry	SCHOlArSHIpS
CAAS partners with industry employers to offer broad-
based scholarship programmes to attract aviation talent to 
the industry.

Ms. Vinoshini Achinan is 22 years old and is an engine 
technician with Turbine Overhaul Services, a JV between 
Pratt and Whitney and ST Aerospace. She has performed so 
well in her job that her employer has nominated her for the 
Aviation Horizons Scholarship, a jointly funded scholarship 
between CAAS and any Singapore aviation employer. Under 
the scholarship, she is now pursuing her part-time Aerospace 
Engineering degree at Singapore’s SIM University.
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Branding aviation careers
In 2013, CAAS introduced the Singapore: Heart of Aviation brand 
to promote Singapore as an aviation hub of choice. The brand is 
also used as a tool for CAAS manpower development efforts, 
leveraging the brand to instill a sense of pride in Singapore 
Aviation and portray the industry as a compelling career choice  
for Singaporeans.

enhancing aviation jobs
CAAS and our partners have also embarked on job re-design 
efforts, raising starting salaries and optimizing training of  
new entrants, with the aim of making aviation careers more 
attractive to Singaporeans. In 2013, a job re-design effort was 
initiated to revamp the career progression and training 
structure of airport ground handling equipment operators.  
This has made the career more attractive, as job-seekers can 
now enjoy an accelerated track to supervisory positions in  
the sector. Previously, new employees would need three years 
of service to progress to a supervisory position; with the 
job-redesign, it now takes just 18 months for candidates who 
perform well.

A long term investment
Aviation manpower development is a long term investment. 
CAAS is keenly aware of the critical role that manpower plays 
in ensuring that Singapore remains at the forefront of aviation 
development. Over the years, our manpower development 
strategies have evolved, as we have learned from our 
successes and failures, as well as feedback from partners.  
We are delighted that our strategies have resulted in closer  
and more consultative relationships with schools, and students 
are engaged by industry earlier in their formative years, 
creating a lasting impression.

The ICAO NGAP initiative has been vital to our efforts, as  
we look beyond our shores for best practices and ideas, and 
remain committed, knowing that we are moving forward 
together as an international aviation community.

About the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS)
The mission of the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS) 
is to grow a safe, vibrant air hub and civil aviation system, 
making a key contribution to Singapore's success. CAAS' roles 
are to oversee and promote safety in the aviation industry, 
develop the air hub and aviation industry, provide air navigation 
services, provide aviation training for human resource 
development, and contribute to the development of 
international civil aviation. 

DevelOpIng	leADerS
To groom aviation leaders, CAAS, together with industry, 
co-funds post-graduate and management training for 
employees who have performed well and who have potential 
to develop further.

Ms. Emily Yeo is 33 years old, a mother of two and has 
worked with Nordam Singapore for six years as a Production 
Engineering Manager. Nordam has noted her potential and 
has nominated her under the CAAS Aviation Leaders 
Development Programme, where we will co-fund her Masters 
studies. She will be pursuing her part-time Masters in 
Business Administration in Aviation at Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University-Asia in 2014. 

we	have	focused	a	new	
phase	of	our	promotional	
strategy	on	harnessing	
synergies	with	like-minded	
partners	in	education	
and	industry.	Such	
partnerships	are	force	
multipliers,	allowing	us		
to	expand	our	efforts	
beyond	our	own	resources	
and	capabilities.
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Mr. Edward Perera, Chairman of Negambo Aero modelers explaining the Radio Controlled Model  
Aircraft to students 

In 2008, a group of volunteers in the Civil Aviation Authority of Sri Lanka (CAASL) 
formed the self-funded Sri Lanka Aviation Club. The objective of this club was to 
enhance the knowledge of school children in the field of aviation. In consideration of 
the outstanding service delivered by this group of volunteers through the Sri Lanka 
Aviation Club, the Director General of Civil Aviation, Mr. H.M.C. Nimalsiri decided to 
formalize this service as a CAASL funded programme. 

This was the beginning of Civil Aviation Development and Education Committee 
(CADEC). The programme also received generous support from the Honorable 
Minister of Civil Aviation, Mr. Piyankara Jayaratne, the Honorable Deputy  
Minister of Civil Aviation, Mr. Geethanjana Gunawardena, and the Secretary to the  
Ministry of Civil Aviation, Dr. Ravindra Ruberu and the Chairman of CAASL,  
General Rohan Daluwatte (Ret.).

The CADEC was fully aligned with H.E. the President of Sri Lanka, Mr. Mahinda 
Rajapakse's vision of making Sri Lanka an aviation hub in the Asian Region.

CADEC played a key role in establishment of 620 school civil aviation societies  
and conducted 42 school aviation awareness programmes within three years.  
These awareness programmes were enriched by radio control model  
aircraft shows, hot air balloon demonstrations and a kite design and flying contest. 

CADEC has greatly expanded its popularity with the winning of the “Aviation:  
The Future is Yours” video contest conducted by the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO), Next Generation of Aviation Professionals (NGAP) programme.

OutreACH	ACtIvItIeS	In	
SrI	lAnKA	DeSIgneD	tO	AttrACt	
A	new	generAtIOn	tO	AvIAtIOn
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Programme with greater 
breadth and depth. He acted as 
a panelist at the "Attractiveness 
of Aviation" panel discussion 
at the International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO), 
Next Generation of Aviation 
Professionals (NGAP) and 
TRAINAIR PLUS Symposium held 
in Johannesburg, South Africa 
in December 2013 and he was 
nominated to be a member in the 
ICAO, NGAP Outreach Committee.
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Considering the best practices used by CADEC when designing 
and conducting CADEC programmes and the quality of the  
service offered by the CADEC for the enhancement of aviation 
knowledge among school children, an opportunity was offered to 
CADEC by ICAO to make a presentation of activities conducted  
by CADEC at the ICAO, Next Generation of Aviation Professionals 
(NGAP) and TRAINAIR PLUS Symposium held in South Africa in 
December 2013. 

In late 2013, CADEC formed a National Committee from the 
volunteers who offered their services in order to further 
strengthen the school civil aviation societies in concert with the 
Ministry of Education. The National Committee consisted of 
teachers, principals, and administrators from 25 Districts along 
with the Aviation Professionals, representatives from the 
Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Civil Aviation, the Civil 
Aviation Authority of Sri Lanka, Airport & Aviation Services (SL) 
Ltd, SriLankan Airlines Ltd, and Mihin Lanka (Pvt.) Ltd. 

The Committee developed a three-pronged strategy as follows:
■■ increase awareness of job opportunities in the aviation industry 

among school children in order to attract students who do not 
continue their education beyond Grade 11 or Grade 13;

■■ increase student knowledge of airline operational processes 
and technical knowledge of aircraft operations; and

■■ improve the effectiveness of school civil aviation societies.

Kite competition among the School Civil Aviation Societies 
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The individual elements of this strategy are described  
briefly below:

increase awareness of job opportunities
50% of Sri Lankan students end their education at Grade 11  
or Grade 13. This will result in a large annual pool of students  
(over 400,000), which is expected to double by 2030. Given a 
proper career path, these students can be encouraged to  
enter the field of aviation.

This strategic plan does not place the traditional focus on pilots, 
maintenance engineers and air traffic controllers, which are the 
most obvious jobs associated with aviation and which require 
expensive and long duration training in some instances. Instead,  
a job guide booklet is being developed to provide visibility into  
and awareness of many other ground-based job opportunities 
that exist within airlines and airport operations.

Since airlines and airports are complex organizations with many 
complicated work processes, a simple one-page chart will be 
included in the job guide to provide an overview of airline and 
airport operations that can be easily understood by both students 
and parents. The chart shows the steps involved in getting 
passengers and their baggage from arrival at the airport to 
onboard the airplane, along with the various entry-level airline and 
airport personnel involved in performing those steps. The chart 
also shows the flow of cargo to the airplane.

Another chart, in tabular form, shows the airline and airport 
personnel involved in the work processes described above and the 
educational qualifications students must achieve at their Grade 11 
and 13 exams to apply for each position. Sri Lanka’s national airlines 
and airport operations companies have been used as a baseline for 
developing the chart, since other countries may have different job 
titles, processes, required qualifications, and training costs.

Although the local airlines and airport operations companies will 
probably not have the capacity to provide job opportunities for all 
interested parties, it is expected that this job guide will provide a 
high level overview to help students and their parents to make 
decisions on seeking a career in the aviation industry, whether 
locally or abroad.

The job guide will be provided in all three official languages 
(Sinhala, Tamil and English) and will contain a list of the CAASL-
registered local training institutions, the training they provide  
and contact details.

increase student knowledge of airline operational processes  
and technical knowledge of aircraft operations
The second element of this strategic plan is designed to provide 
insight into selected areas of aviation operations via a model 
airplane contest and a short skit lasting 15-20 minutes per team.

The model airplane building and flying contest provides technical 
knowledge because a radio controlled model airplane contains 
mechanical, aerodynamic, structural, electronic, electrical and 

In	late	2013,	CADeC	formed	a	national	Committee	from	
the	volunteers	who	offered	their	services	in	order	to	further	
strengthen	the	school	civil	aviation	societies	in	concert		
with	the	ministry	of	education.

Students examining how radio control model aircraft are operated. 
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CapaCity & effiCienCy

Caroline Casabon, phone: +1 514-954-8219 ext 6466 
fax: +1 514-954-6769, e-mail: ccasabon@icao.int

Keith Miller, phone: +1 514-954-8219 ext. 6293  
fax: +1 514-954-6769e, e-mail: kmiller@icao.int 

for more information you can visit http://www.icao.int/Meetings/pages/upcoming.aspx or contact:

tenth Symposium and 
exhibition on iCaO MRtD 
Biometrics and Border Security

Montreal, Canada – 7-9 October 2014
iCaO will hold the tenth Symposium and exhibition on Machine Readable travel 
Documents (MRtDs), Biometrics and Border Security. a select group of industry  
partners will complement the Symposium, showcasing a broad range of products  
and services related to MRtDs, biometric identification, travel document security 
applications and border management systems.

MRTD2014Tenth Symposium and Exhibition on 
ICAO MRTD Biometrics and Border Security
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The skit will show passengers and baggage being checked in  
and loaded into a half-fuselage section mock-up with about a 
dozen seats. In parallel, the model airplane will be moved from  
the "hanger" to the "gate" with appropriate apron personnel 
demonstrating various job functions. Finally, the plane will be 
cleared for takeoff by the air traffic controller and will fly a circuit 
to demonstrate the construction of the airplane and the flying 
skills of the pilot. Each team will have approximately 15 members 
playing the various roles during the skit.

Hon. Minister of Civil Aviation, Mr. Piyankara  Jayarathne, awarding a copy of Guwansara Aviation Magazine to a student. 

CADeC	played	a	key	
role	in	establishment	of	
620	school	civil	aviation	
societies	and	conducted		
42	school	aviation	
awareness	programmes	
within	three	years.

A student operating radio controlled model aircraft

communication components. The contest will initially start with 
Grade 9 students, later add Grade 10 students, and potentially add 
students at higher grades depending on the effectiveness of the 
programme. Using this approach, these students will have 
obtained technical knowledge that will give them an advantage 
when applying for jobs in the aviation field or when applying for 
entry into technical colleges.
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The contests will first be held at the District level with winners 
proceeding to the Provincial level and, finally, the winning team  
will be selected at the National level. Model airplane kits with 
construction and skit script instructions will be provided to each 
of the participating schools (approximately 800 schools have  
Civil Aviation Societies). The skit will be conducted entirely in 
English, although construction and skit script instructions will be 
provided in all three languages. The model airplane kit and 
logistical costs (estimated to be some 200 USD per team) will be 
funded through Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) donations 
from local commercial enterprises.

improve effectiveness of School Civil Aviation Societies
Experience over the past couple of years has shown an uneven level  
of activity in the School Civil Aviation Societies established by the 
aviation awareness programme. The National Committee has done 
a root-cause analysis and determined that a School Civil Aviation 
Society Guidebook (published in all three languages) should be 
developed and distributed to help the teachers and students maintain 
an active schedule to provide maximum benefit. The job guide and 
model airplane contest will also complement this strategic plank.

In order to reach the largest audience of students possible, all the 
related information has been included in the CADEC web page on 
the CAASL website at (www.caa.lk).

The CAASL aviation awareness programme has already reached 
tens of thousands of students, and will reach many more with the 
implementation of this strategic plan. 

next	generAtIOn	OF	AvIAtIOn	prOFeSSIOnAlS	(ngAp)	COrner

Director General of Civil Aviation & Chief Executive Officer, Mr. H M C Nimalsiri conducting a presentation introducing the subject of aviation for students in   
School Civil Aviation Societies .

The author wishes to thank: Capt. Mostafa Hoummady,  
Global Aviation Training Manager - ICAO HQ; Dr. Paul R. Bates, 
Chairman, ICAO NGAP Outreach Committee; and  
Mr. Hervé Touron, Editor-In-Chief, ICAO Training Report,  
for their continued assistance to CADEC in CAASL. 

Hon. Minister of Civil Aviation, Mr. Piyankara Jayarathne examining the 
exhibits designed by students in the School Civil Aviation Society 
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Organizational psychology has turned the field of ATC recruitment into a science. 
Leading training provider Airways New Zealand has conducted international 
research to determine the extent of ATC recruitment challenges globally – and the 
results are startling.

Air traffic controllers are a unique group.  Only around 3% of the world’s population 
possess the right mix of aptitudes and personality factors to successfully be trained 
and rate as Air Traffic Controllers, resulting in a relatively small pool of candidates 
from which Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) can select future trainees. 

COmpetenCy	SCreenIng	
DrAmAtICAlly	InCreASeS		
AtC	trAInIng	SuCCeSS
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The challenges of successfully identifying and recruiting this  
small target group are compounded by the exceedingly specific 
competencies required by candidates. In the high pressure 
environment of air traffic control, situational awareness and  
rapid decision making under pressure, for example, are of 
paramount importance. 

Mary-Anne Sievers, Training Strategy Manager at Airways New 
Zealand, believes ANSPs need to be highly focused on selecting 
trainees with the appropriate personality traits and abilities which 
will enable them to be successful in their training.

“ATC selection involves high stakes recruitment, and high stakes 
outcomes, for ANSPs and candidates. Thrust into such a pressure 
cooker training environment, it’s historically very common  
for trainees to hit a speed bump at some point in their training,”  
she explained. 

“If we’ve selected the right candidate, their inbuilt resilience and 
confidence helps them to overcome this hurdle and move on. 
Without the confidence and motivation we now insist on, we’d see 
students burn out and lose the ability to continue their intensive 
training,” she said.

“Before we started to create a solution to these recruitment 
challenges, we needed to understand the extent of the problem, 
but we faced a significant lack of statistical information about ATC 
training. So we set about establishing an accurate picture of the 
knowledge, skills and abilities which ATCs require, by using robust 
diagnostic tools and subject matter experts,” said Ms. Sievers. 

developing a global picture
Airways conducted market research with Air Navigation Service 
Providers (ANSPs) across Europe, North America, the Middle East 
and the Asia Pacific, closing the knowledge gaps in the market. 
The findings were significant. 

With over 180 ANSPs worldwide there are an estimated  
70,500 ATCs globally and approximately US$6.5 billion spent on 
salaries. The average cost to train an ATC is US$140,000, with the 
inevitable large variation between individual States. Overall, the 
industry spends around US$480 million on ATC training every year. 

However, around 30% of this investment, or US$143 million,  
is wasted on trainees who fail to qualify and rate as ATCs. With 
such an investment at stake, Ms. Sievers said Airways recognized 
that it was essential for ab-initio recruitment to become as  
robust and rigorous as possible. 

“Airline growth forecasts show that airlines expect to see a 31% 
increase in passenger numbers between 2012 and 2017. This vision 
requires significant technology and infrastructure changes, and 
an increase in ATC numbers,” she said. “Combining this with the 
complexity of the job, the pressures of attrition, and the 
generational changes in the ageing ATC population demonstrates 

that the pressure to recruit and select ATCs who will perform 
effectively will continue to be critical,” said Ms. Sievers.

decreasing cost, reducing risk
As an ANSP providing training to national and international 
students, Airways has been in the business of ATC selection for 
many years, developing tools and assessments designed to 
increase the quality of students selected. Its globally proven 
selection methodology SureSelect evolved out of the recruitment 
process used to select ATCs within New Zealand, and has been 
used successfully in many countries. Today, the product provides 
the highest possible levels of confidence that ANSPs are selecting 
ATC candidates who will stay with their organization, rate as 
controllers, and grow with their business.

SureSelect provides ANSPs with the opportunity to reduce 
training costs and failure rates, by increasing the selection 
success ratio. It has the potential to save the industry a 
substantial portion of the US$143 million lost on training failures 
per annum. 

Tara Longley, the Industrial and Organizational Psychologist 
leading the SureSelect project, said that Airways believes 
SureSelect pass rates are about 20% above the global average, 
which would equate to a reduction in global training costs of 
around US$71 million. 

“SureSelect has undergone several changes in the years since its 
development to incorporate best practice and arrive at the product 
we have today. Over 90% of international and New Zealand 
students selected using SureSelect have passed their ab-initio 
training and successfully rated on the job,” said Ms. Longley.

AtC	trAInIng
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SureSelect is an industry leader in the provision of highly 
predictive assessment tools and tests. It combines multiple 
selection methods, processes and testing tools to identify which 
candidates are likely to succeed as close as possible to the  
‘front end’ of the selection process. 

“The beauty of SureSelect is that it is customizable to each 
ANSP’s unique technical and cultural requirements,” said  
Ms. Longley. “Distance is no longer a barrier to recruitment,  
as many key parts of the recruitment and selection process  
can be delivered online. This way the high cost of the initial 
selection stage is reduced, and the quality of the selected 
students is increased, due to the highly refined and detailed 
assessments undertaken by applicants so early in the process.”

Ms. Longley said that aspects of the SureSelect model can be 
chosen by ANSPs to dovetail into their existing recruitment 
processes, and to meet the individual needs of the organization.
“SureSelect is readily customizable to each ANSP’s existing 
selection processes, meaning that ANSPs can purchase various 
SureSelect stages or modules, or the entire selection metho-
dology. We’ve based our selection methodology on global best 
practice, embodying our broad expertise in human resources  
and psychology as well as ATC recruitment,” she said. 

A competency-based model
Within the field of recruitment and training, competency-based 
approaches are acknowledged to be highly effective in terms of 
predicting future job performance. Competencies are the 
knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) that distinguish effective 
from ineffective performance. The general consensus today is that 
competencies should also link to an organization’s longer term 
strategic goals, values and business culture, especially in dynamic 
areas such as recruitment and selection which must adapt quickly  
in order to keep up with changing organizational demands. 

Using a competency-based approach has been scientifically 
proven to result in more efficient recruitment and selection 
processes, reduced costs, and more productive, successful and 
engaged employees.

SureSeleCt	COmpetenCy		
mODel	
■■ Planning and time management
■■ Procedural accuracy and completion
■■ Problem identification and analysis
■■ Customer service
■■ Communicating
■■ Making decisions under pressure
■■ Company values 
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Ms. Longley said that data from SureSelect research, corro-
borated with international research, has determined there are  
a particular set of generic competencies necessary for success  
as an air traffic controller.

“Establishing whether a candidate has the necessary 
background, such as educational qualifications and the ability 
to pass the medical requirements is straightforward,” said  
Ms. Longley. “It’s more of a challenge for ANSPs to measure  
the attributes and aptitudes that are essential for success as 
an air traffic controller. On the basis of job analytic findings, 

SureSelect developed a selection process to measure the KSAs 
underpinning the competencies considered key for success in 
air traffic control. SureSelect uses a competency-based 
approach to recruitment, where candidates are objectively 
measured using competencies and are selected based on cut 
off scores at each stage of the process,” she said.

rigorous selection standards
The aviation industry requires the highest possible levels of 
confidence in its ATC candidates. Selecting applicants who will 
stay with the organization, rate as controllers, and grow 
throughout their careers reduces training costs dramatically. 
Applying strong science to ATC selection is a key part of this 
picture, and when the hard work is undertaken by fully 
integrated online systems such as SureSelect, the risk of 
training failures can be significantly decreased.  

With pass rates 20% above the global average, and potential 
savings of US$71 million each year, the rigorous science of 
organizational psychology is creating waves of success in that 
tiny air traffic controller recruitment pond.

For more information about Sure Select and ATC recruitment 
methodologies, visit the Airways New Zealand website 
at www.airways.co.nz/global_services, or contact Airways  
New Zealand at international@airways.co.nz. 
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AIR TRAFFIC (AIR TRAFFIC AND NAVIGATION SERVICES – ATNS) (SOUTH AFRICA)
Leaders in the Provision of Air Traffic Management, Navigation, Training and Related Services
Contact: Mr. Percy Morokane, External Communications Officer – email: marketing@atns.co.za 
Tel: +27 11 607-1234 – Url: www.atns.co.za

Air Traffic and Navigation Services (ATNS) Company of South Africa is the sole provider of air traffic, navigation, training and associated 
services within South Africa and some parts of Africa. Responsible for 10 percent of the world’s airspace, ATNS proudly manages more than 
half a million arrival and departure movements every year while maintaining ISO 9001 accreditation. ATNS is celebrating 21 years of selfless 
and distinguished Air Navigation and Aviation Training service provisions in Africa.

AVIATION ACADEMY FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA –AAFSA (SOUTH AFRICA) 
AAFSA – Where Quality & Cost Effective Training Comes First 
Contact: Andries Viljoen – email: driesv@aafsa.co.za 
Tel: +27 11 927 4114 – fax: +27 11 927 2917 – Url: www.aafsa.co.za

AAFSA is a South African CAA Approved & Accredited Aviation Training Organization (ATO). AAFSA is also an Aerospace Transport Education 
Training Authority (TETA), Safety & Security Sector Education and Training Authority (SASSETA).  Approved & accredited and is also an ICAO 
recognized aviation trainer provider. AAFSA provides all sectors associated with the commercial aviation industry with quality, cost effective 
and customized training solutions keeping employers one step ahead commercially and in terms of their safety compliance.

EAST AFRICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION – EASA ( KENYA) 
To Be The Preferred Aviation Centre of Excellence in Africa, Providing World Class Training 
Contact: Justina Nyaga, AG Director – email: info@easa.ac.ke – Tel: +254 020 6863602-07 – Url: www.easa.ac.ke

The East African School of Aviation (EASA) is a premier aviation training institution in Africa established in 1954.  EASA is a directorate 
and training institution of the Kenya Civil Aviation Authority (KCAA). The school attracts trainees from East, West, Central and  
Southern Africa.

EASA is an ISO 9001-2008 certified institution. It has the following  accreditation both local and international: An approved aviation 
training organization (ATO) mandated by the regulator (KCAA) to conduct aviation training; An ICAO TRAINAIR Plus full member;  
An aviation security training centre (AVSEC); An IATA accredited training centre. 

EASA has excellent facilities such as state of the art  training simulators and an aircraft for training purposes, modern conference 
facilities, a library, laboratories, beautiful well-manicured grounds, a cafeteria & a student hostel; a swimming pool and ample parking 
space with 24 hour security.

FRENCH TRAINING ACADEMY IN CIVIL AVIATION SECURITY – AFSAC (TUNISIA) 
L’Union fait la force pour un ciel plus sur et plus ouvert 
Contact: Hassen Seddik, chairman of the board – email: contact@afsactunisie.com  
Tel: (00216) 71496754 – fax: (00216) 71492658 – Url: www.afsactunisie.com 

The Tunisian-French civil aviation security training academy (AFSAC) is an approved training establishment by ENAC-AVSEC in civil 
aviation security, also recognized by the Tunisian  authority in addition to being a ACI Africa world business partner. AFSAC offers the 
following training in compliance with the international standards:  Civil aviation security awareness training; Security agents training; 
Civil aviation security trainer’s training.
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GROUPE CFPNC/IATC ACADEMY (MOROCCO)       
Together We Build Your Future 
Contact: Selim Mengouchi  - Marketing and Communications Manager – email: Selim.mengouchi@iatc.ma 
Tel: + 212 6 61 10 30 24 – fax: + 212 5 37 26 05 88 – Url: www.groupecfpnc.com

First private airline pilots, flight attendants, maritime & ground agents, training centers in Africa since 1992. We provide also flight 
dispatcher courses, air crew refresher courses, and dangerous goods courses.  Eight centers in Morocco, two centers in Tunisia, one 
center in Senegal. Groupe CFPNC is approved by the civil aviation authorities of Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Libya, Mauritania, and Senegal.

HOLLYWOOD TRAVEL AND TOURISM INSTITUTE (CAMEROON)            
We Prepare Your Tomorrow’s Future Today 
Contact: Nchinda Fidelis Chafor, Founder and Director – email: httibuea@yahoo.com – Tel: +237 70481893 

Hollywood Travel and Tourism Institute is the lone and unique aviation, travel & tourism, cargo & dangerous goods international training 
institute in Cameroon and the entire Central African sub-region.  We are deeply involved and engaged in the next generation of aviation 
professionals (NGAP) training program.  Human capital development is our key/major concern.  Creating awareness and capacity building 
in the aviation industry in our sphere of influence is a big assignment to us. Thus we have a duty to cause our target audience get a sense  
of perspective on what the aviation industry has achieved and what it has yet to accomplish.

NIGERIAN COLLEGE OF AVIATION TECHNOLOGY (NCAT), ZARIA (NIGERIA )
Training for Excellence
Contact: Engr. Zakari Adamu Zubairu, Deputy Rector – email: deputy-rector@ncat.gov.ng  
Tel: +234 704 513 7170 or +234 803 703 9671 or +234 69 879271 – Url: www.ncat.gov.ng 

NCAT is a unique government institution established in 1964 to train aviation professionals. It trains pilots, air traffic controllers,  
aircraft maintenance engineers, aeronautical telecommunications engineers, flight dispatchers, cabin crew, avionics engineers, etc.  
It implements training programmes which conform to ICAO standards and recommended practices, meeting national and international 
needs for both operational and top-level management personnel. NCAT consists of five co-located schools; aviation management, 
flying, aircraft maintenance engineering, air traffic services/communications and aeronautical telecommunications engineering.

mIDDle	eASt

QATAR AIRWAYS MAINTENANCE TRAINING ORGANISATION (QATAR)                  
Excellence in Everything We Do 
Contact: Abdulsalam Al-Aamri – email: aalaamri@qatarairways.com.qa 
Tel: + 974 55824925 – fax: + 974 40101107 – Url: www.qatarairways.com

Qatar Airways Maintenance Training (QAMT) is a Part-147 (EASA/QCAA) approved maintenance training organization, providing type 
training on all Airbus fleet and Boeing 777 and 787 airplanes. 

Qatar Airways MT offers a vast array of Part 145 training courses including EWIS, fuel tank safety (CDCCL), and engine run-ups.  Academic 
as well as practical training is delivered to the highest industry standards by a team of dedicated and highly skilled training staff using 
state of the art training technology. 

UNITED ATS – AVIATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES (EGYPT)            
Committed to Aviation Excellence 
Contact: Mr. Reda E. Youssef, General Manager – email: info@unitedats.com, training@unitedats.com 
Tel: +201006097687, +20144561117 – fax: +20222472230 – Url: www.unitedats.com

United ATS plays an integral role in aviation safety by providing highly specific professional trainings that equip aviation industry 
personnel with new skills either by learning from highly experienced staff in the implementation of a new procedure, or by offering a venue 
through workshops, seminars, break-out sessions and conferences in which our aviation experts share tips and ideas, and showcase 
outstanding work. United ATS offers a unique professional training package solutions tailored for the practical needs of stakeholders 
with a particular emphasis on technical and legal issues to meet ICAO mandatory requirements in ATM, AIM, PANSOPS, ATC, aeronautical 
survey, eTOD and aerodrome certification.
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AIRWAYS (NEW ZEALAND)                
Making your world possible 
Contact: Paul Linton, Head of Sales and Marketing – email: international@airways.co.nz  
Tel: +64 3 357 2831 – fax: +64 3 358 1690 – Url: http://www.airways.co.nz

Airways New Zealand manages air traffic within New Zealand’s 30 million km² of airspace, and is also an experienced training provider, 
with global partnerships including Emirates Aviation University, Civil Aviation Management Institute of China and Inter American 
University of Puerto Rico.

We specialise in recruiting and training air traffic controllers and technical maintenance engineers.

We offer highly skilled and experienced instructors, cutting-edge training technologies including our own ATC simulators, computer based 
training, and internationally recognised best practice training programmes. 

SINGAPORE AVIATION ACADEMY - SAA (SINGAPORE)                
Developing Talent for Global Aviation
Contact: Ms. Angela Kwok, Executive (Marketing & Promotions) – email: saa@caas.gov.sg 
Tel: +65 6540 6295/6543 0433 – fax: +65 6542 9890/6543 2778 – Url: www.saa.com.sg

SAA is the internationally-recognized training arm of the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore. Made up of four specialized schools – the 
School of Aviation Management, the School of Aviation Safety and Security, the School of Air Traffic Services and the School of Airport  
Emergency Services – SAA has trained over 70,000 participants from 200 countries and territories. SAA was conferred the prestigious 
34th Edward Warner Award by the ICAO Council on behalf of its then 185 Member States in 2000 “in recognition of its eminent 
contribution as a centre of excellence in international civil aviation training”.In 2012, SAA was certified as an ICAO TRAINAIR PLUS Full 
Member. As a member, SAA aims to contribute towards the common goal of elevating global aviation training standards by developing 
educational resources and sharing valuable knowledge with the aviation community. SAA is also endorsed as an ICAO Government  
Safety Inspector Training Centre and ICAO Aviation Security Training Centre.

eurOpe

ADB AIRFIELD SOLUTIONS (BELGIUM)                 
Airfield. Our field. 
Contact: Jean Luc Devisscher, Marketing Manager – email: marketing@adb-air.com 
Tel: +32  2 722 17 11 – fax: +32  2 722 17 64 – Url: www.adb-air.com

ADB Airfield Solutions (ADB) is a world leading airfield technology company providing end-to-end integrated and sustainable solutions 
for visual guidance.  In a world where airport safety remains an elevated priority and runway incursion accidents are on the rise, airports 
need a partner that can take a complete view of their needs and custom deliver an integrated solution offering.  From design and 
installation to maintenance, ADB offers a comprehensive portfolio of training courses to improve and sustain the competence of airport 
staff.  The courses are delivered either in ADB training centers or on the customer site.  ADB can also assess the current competencies  
of airport support staff to design a personalized program that fulfils the required skill objectives.

AIR SERVICE TRAINING (ENGINEERING) LTD  (SCOTLAND)                  
Your Full Service Engineer and Pilot Training Partner 
Contact: Peter Farrow, Chief Executive and Executive Director – email: Peter.farrow@perth.uhi.ac.uk 
Tel: +44 1738 877106 – fax: +44 1738 553369 – Url: www.airservicetraining.co.uk

Air Service Training ltd (AST) has been delivering approved training for pilots and engineers for over 83 years, and is the longest 
established organization of its type.  Currently approved under the EASA part FCL and part 147 regulations, AST provides effective 
training solutions in approved or short modular format, as well as bespoke courses to meet individual needs.  Additionally, AST offers 
consultancy services in relation to training, maintenance and regulatory frameworks.
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ALSIM                  
20 Years of Experience in Flight Simulation 
Contact: Audrey Jeffroy, Sales Manager – email: a.jeffroy@alsim.com 
Tel: +33 614 766 119 – Url: www.alsim.com

Alsim Simulators is a pioneer in flight simulation.  Our star product, the ALX, simulates all classes of aircraft and covers the entire 
first officer’s training: PPL, CPL, IR/ME, MCC, JOC and MPL, with the maximum credit hours.  With our ATO, Airways Agen, we aim for 
excellence. Our offer includes: training, transport, installation, spare parts and support.  Our best argument is to fly it.

ATLANTIC FLIGHT TRAINING ACADEMY (IRELAND)                  
Training Ordinary People to become Extraordinary Pilots
Contact: Emer O’Okelly - Sales and Marketing Manager – email: info@afta.ie 
Tel: + 353 (0) 21 4888737 – fax: + 353 (0) 21 4839337 – Url: www.afta.ie

Atlantic Flight Training Academy (AFTA) founded in 1995 and based at Cork International Airport.  AFTA is Ireland’s largest and one of 
Europe’s leading independent flight training organizations.  AFTA has a modern fleet of aircraft including Cessna 172’s, piper PA-34, 
Seneca’s including a B737 and FNPTII fixed base simulators.  AFTA has an unrivalled success rate and have trained in excess of 1,800 high 
caliber pilot graduated for global airlines.  AFTA has earned an international reputation for producing world class pilots.

CAA INTERNATIONAL (UNITED KINGDOM)      
Aviation Training From The Practicing Professionals               
Contact: Training Team – email: training@caainternational.com 
Tel: +44 (0)1293 768700  – Url: www.caainternational.com

CAA International (CAAi), a wholly owned subsidiary of the UK Civil Aviation Authority (UK CAA) and is a leading, globally recognized 
aviation consultancy and training company. Delivering and promoting best practice in the practical application of aviation regulation, 
safety oversight, compliance monitoring and education.  CAAi is helping to create a flying world fit for the 21st Century. CAAi offers a 
comprehensive portfolio of public access courses and tailored training programmes, covering all aspects of aviation safety regulation. 
CAAi’s strength lies in its ability to provide training solutions which are quality assured to ISO9001 standards by active regulators as 
subject matter experts, involved in directly influencing International policy and rulemaking at a strategic level. CAAi training services are 
based on ICAO standards and recommended practices (as a minimum) and provide the highest levels of practical training that delivers 
measurable results for individuals and organizations.

CASPIAN RADIO SERVICES LLP (KAZAKHSTAN)          
Raising the Standard             
Contact: Azamat Igissinov, Deputy Director – email: azamat@crs.kz, azamat.crs@gmail.com 
Tel: +7 7122 202141  ext. 223  – mobile: +7 701 3401044 – fax: +7 7122 203552 – Url: www.crs.kz

Caspian Radio Services LLP (CRS) was registered in 2004 with the aim of training and employing local personnel for the offshore and 
onshore oil industry. By committing ourselves to having a central training and employment centre for all aviation related activities, we can 
provide a standard acceptable to all companies. Our services include aeronautical radio and navigation equipment maintenance, repair 
and certification. We also supply and install aeronautical equipment for offshore and onshore heliports. We are licensed by the Kazakh 
Government ministry of education and civil aviation, committee of the ministry of transport and communication as a recognized teaching 
facility for radio operators, helicopter landing officers, helideck assistants and dangerous goods by air courses.  CRS is accredited by IATA 
for dangerous goods by air training.

ECOLE NATIONALE DE L’AVIATION CIVILE – ENAC (FRANCE)            
Live Your Passion and Take Off to Your Future  
Contact: Isabelle Rossi, International and Commercial Affairs Assistant – email: isabelle.rossi@enac.fr 
Tel: + 33 56217 4438 – Url: www.enac.fr 

ENAC is a unique aviation university in the world that offers a wide range of ab-initio and refresher courses for the executives and main 
actors of the civil aviation world, for both private and public sectors in all fields of its well-known expertise: ATM, CNS, airports, air transport, 
AVSEC, human factors and aviation English. ENAC also provides training courses for airline transport pilots and flight instructors. ENAC  
can set up tailor-made courses to meet specific needs. 
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INTERNATIONAL SAFETY TRAINING COLLEGE – ISTC (MALTA)                
The Answer To All Your Aviation & Emergency Response Training Requirements             
Contact: Andy Gilravey, Operations Manager – email: andy.gilravey@istcollege.com.mt 
Tel: +356 2165 8281 – fax: +356 2165 8281 – Url: www.istcentre.com/contact-us

The International Safety Training College has been approved to deliver a variety of accredited training courses including STCW95, 
OPITO, NEBOSH and JOIFF courses and is the only aviation training center in the world that has been approved by the Libyan Civil 
Aviation authority to carry out basic aviation rescue & firefighting courses.  Our specialized training facilities and its unique location in 
the Mediterranean, combine to provide the perfect platform for learning and to allow our students and visitors alike, to also explore the 
multi-cultural diversity of Malta, whilst learning valuable life-saving skills.

L’INSTITUT FRANÇAIS DE SÉCURITÉ AÉRIENNE – IFSA (FRANCE)                      
Your Air Safety Expert             
Contact: Alain Molinie – email: Alain.molinie@groupedci.com – Tel: + 33 1 44 95 29 42 – fax: + 33 1 44 95 29 41  – Url: www.ifsa-avia.org/fr/

The French Institute for Aviation Safety (IFSA) is part of Defense Conseil International, a private company which is the reference 
operator of the Ministry of Defense for the transfer of knowhow.  For more than 30 years, it offers training for personnel involved 
in safety management systems and accident prevention. Based on the most recent theoretical work carried out by national and 
international organizations such as ICAO, Flight Safety Foundation, and International Society of Aviation Safety Investigators.  Experts 
from the aviation industry, manufacturers, companies, civil and military aviation authorities provide lectures in French, English or Spanish 
in Paris or within your organization.

MACMILLAN EDUCATION (UNITED KINGDOM)                       
Your Partner in Education 
Contact: Fauzia Eastwood, Marketing Executive (Adult, Professional and Methodology) – email: help@macmillan.com 
Tel: +44 207 833 4000 – Url: www.macmillanenglish.com/aviationenglish 

Macmillan Education is a leading publisher of materials for learning English. In 2008, Macmillan was one of the first publishers to produce 
materials for pilots and air traffic controllers to achieve and maintain level 4 of the ICAO language requirements. Aviation English and  
Check Your Aviation English were authored by experts in the field, Henry Emery and Andy Roberts, and are ideal preparation for any  
aviation English exam.

MAYFLOWER COLLEGE (UNITED KINGDOM) 
A leader in Aviation English Training & Testing 
Contact: Paul Stevens, Director – email: paul@maycoll.co.uk – Tel: +44 1752 673784 – fax: +44 1752 671537 – Url: www.aviation-english.com

Located in the historic, seaside city of Plymouth (S.W. England), Mayflower College is a leader in Aviation English “ICAO Level 4” training and 
testing. It has been providing courses to the aviation community since 1992 and every year welcomes 1000+ learners from 40+ countries. 
Mayflower College is the developer of the Test of English for Aviation (T.E.A.). and the co-developer of the online training / testing program 
‘Climb Level 4’.

MET OFFICE COLLEGE (UNITED KINGDOM)                           
World-renowned for excellence in meteorology and climate training, combining scientific excellence
with hands-on experience          
Contact: Ruth Hammond, Marketing Manager – email: enquiries@metoffice.gov.uk 
Tel: +44(0) 1392 885680 – fax: +44(0) 1392 885681 – Url: www.metoffice.gov.uk/training

As leaders in aviation meteorology, the Met Office College has developed a wide range of training courses for the aviation community 
which conforms to the latest world meteorological organization training and education guidelines. We teach international best-practice 
techniques in meteorological forecasting and observing, including the most recent developments in aeronautical meteorology. As well 
as courses that enable operational meteorological staff to meet ICAO requirements, we also provide training that can help you better 
understand and interpret meteorological and climatological information and the potential impact on your business. Whichever type of 
course you choose, our team of highly skilled staff can deliver it either at a location most convenient to you or at the excellent training 
facilities within Met Office headquarters.
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MLS INTERNATIONAL (UNITED KINGDOM)                              
The Leading Edge in English for Aviation Training and Assessment
Contact: Mark Henwood – email: mhenwood@mls-college.co.uk 
Tel: +44 0 1202 291556 – Url: www.mls-college.co.uk

With over 25 years experience in providing English for Aviation training services both in the UK and overseas to the international aviation 
community. MLS recognizes and understands the complexities faced by organizations and individuals in meeting the revised ICAO language 
proficiency requirements. Drawing on this extensive expertise, MLS offers language consultancy, a comprehensive range of scheduled and 
bespoke training programmes and, in the CAAi EALTS, a UK CAA approved and internationally recognized language proficiency assessment.

SPECIALIST AIRPORT SERVICES (UNITED KINGDOM)                                    
UK based-Worldwide Experience          
Contact: Andy Rackham Director – email: Sasopsuk@gmail.com 
Tel: +44 7501 928521 – Url: www.sasopsuk.co.uk

With over 40 years of diverse airport working experience including management, operations, ATC Unit Management, document 
production, aerodrome compliance and certification, emergency and exercise planning.  A detailed working knowledge and application  
of ICAO SARPs and supportive documents plus UK CAA procedures and protocols.  This experience is now channelled into the delivery  
of airport operations training courses covering a wide range of topics and content tailored to the client’s operational demands.

THALES ATM TRAINING INSTITUTE (FRANCE)                                    
Globally recognized expertise dedicated to your Training needs          
Contact: Mr. Eric Rodrigues, Head of ILS Department – email: eric.rodrigues@thalesgroup.com 
Tel: +33 0 1 79 61 18 70 – Url: www.thalesgroup.com / Customer OnLine (COL) area

Delivering over 4140 Training days for 290 trainees per year, Thales Training Institute offers a top-quality ATC training environment, 
with a 91% satisfaction rate. Our training portfolio covers all Thales ATM solutions - Automation, Surveillance and Navigation- and is 
dedicated to your ATC system operators and engineers, maintenance staff, trainers and supervisors. Thanks to our worldwide expertise, 
you benefit from innovative tools and tailored courses adapted to your operational needs.

THE ICAO TRAINING INSTITUTE – NATIONAL AVIATION UNIVERSITY (UKRAINE) 
Training to Face Any Challenge 
Contact: Prof. Galyna Suslova, Director – email: eduicao@nau.edu.ua 
Tel: +38 044 406 72 19 or +38 044 457 69 12 – Url: www.icao.nau.edu.ua

The ICAO Training Institute provides training at four specialized centres – European Sub-Regional Aviation Security and Government 
Safety Inspectors Training Centres being endorsed by ICAO and national centres certified by the CAA of Ukraine. It is a member of the 
ECAC Network of Training Organizations. The standardized training packages based on the ICAO methodology have been tailored to meet 
international and national requirements. We have got the experienced instructors to conduct training in English and Russian. High quality 
training is the main priority of the ICAO Training Institute.

TURKISH AIRLINES AVIATION ACADEMY (TURKEY)                                      
Fly to Knowledge with Experience
email: aviationacademy@thy.com – Tel: +90 212 463 63 63 ext: 13308/17985/17463/17787 – Url: www.academy.thy.com

For over 25 years, Turkish Airlines Aviation Academy has been servicing many companies throughout Turkey and around the world. The 
Academy delivers trainings to around 25.000 people annually in two separate buildings, one of which is the new hangar building where the 
technical training unit is, with 32 classrooms and an auditorium of 120 seats. Turkish Airlines Aviation Academy delivers training services 
in the following fields: EASA Approved Technical Trainings; Commercial & Ground Handling Trainings (ICAO Approval); Management and 
Personal Development Trainings; Aviation and General English Trainings; IATA Trainings (ATC & RTC Partner) and Flight Phobia Programme.
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CAE (TRAINING LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE FOR COMMERCIAL,  
CADET, BUSINESS AND HELICOPTER) (CANADA)                      
Partner of Choice  
email: aviationtraining@cae.com – Tel: +1 514 341-2000 – fax: +32  2 722 17 64 – Url: www.cae.com

CAE is a global leader in providing comprehensive training solutions based on world-leading simulation technology and integrated 
training services. The company employs 8,000 people at more than 160 sites and training locations in 35 countries. Our vision is to be 
our customers' Partner of Choice and we take a long-term approach to customer relationships. We offer our civil aviation customers a 
complete range of highly innovative product, service and training centre solutions designed to help them meet their needs for safety, 
efficiency and readiness. CAE has the largest installed base of civil and military flight simulators, supported by a range of after-sales 
services, and has been serving the needs of its customers for nearly 70 years. We have the broadest training services network in the world 
and offer civil aviation, military and helicopter training services in 67 locations worldwide and train more than 120,000 civil and military 
crewmembers annually. In addition, CAE Oxford Aviation Academy offers training for up to 2,000 aspiring pilots across a global network 
of 10 flight schools. 

CQFA CHICOUTIMI COLLEGE (CANADA)                     
Serving the Industry Since 1968 
Contact: Jean LaRoche, Director of R&D, Continuing Education – email: info@cqfa.ca 
Tel: +1 514 300-2732 – Url: www.cqfa.ca

CQFA began delivering on demand courses in 1968 from its Montreal campus and currently delivers 50 courses: Check pilot (TRE), ground 
deicing, aviation HR, pilot selection systems, airport management, ICAO 054, jet transition, multi-crew, SMS audit and a unique program 
of CAA leadership training.  CQFA is the world’s largest civilian provider of winter aviation survival courses.  CQFA’s online training 
program features a comprehensive ramp to ramp operational performances course, international procedures, SMS, high altitude flying, 
surface contamination, aviation fuel and CFIT.  We deliver training worldwide in English and French.  Our unique one month homestay 
international aviation English program also includes time in the simulator.

ECOLE NATIONALE D’AEROTECHNIQUE – ENA (CANADA)                           
A Passion For Aviation 
Contact: Nicole Mercier, Director, International Development Affairs – email: Nicole.mercier@cegepmontpetit.ca 
Tel: +1 450 678-3561 – fax: +1 450 678-7465 – Url: www.ena.college-em.qc.ca

ENA, an affiliate of Edouard-Montpetit College, is the largest college-level aeronautical institute in North America, for both its 
infrastructure and its student capacity. It is the only school in Quebec that offers training in the following programs: Aircraft 
manufacturing technology, aircraft maintenance technology and avionics technology. ENA is the industry’s first choice for its workforce 
and for the continuing education of its technicians. The school accepts over 1,300 full-time students each year and over 6,000 technicians 
in continuing education. It is one of the few schools in Canada authorized by Canada’s Department of National Defense to provide aircraft 
maintenance training to military personnel.

IATA TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE (WORLDWIDE)
Developing Human Capital for Tomorrow’s Air Transport (ITDI) Industry
Contact: Ismail Albaidhani, Head of Global Partnership and Learning Innovation, ITDI – Url: www.iata.org/training

Canada/USA france/italy/netherlands/Spain/Switzerland/UK prC/india/Singapore

email: training.YMQ@iata.org email: training.gva@iata.org email: training.sin@iata.org 
Tel: +1 514 8740202 ext. 3632 Tel: +41 22 770 2820  Tel: +65 6499 2293
Shifting workforce demographics, talent shortages and skills gaps continue to be shared concerns in the industry. ITDI has the solutions.  
Our innovative tools and renowned expertise will help you effectively manage your Human Capital at every level. Our total training solutions 
will help you develop, engage and retain the workforce you need for improved sustainability and performance. Optimize your workforce 
talent to drive better business performance. For your competitive advantage and success.
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PAN AM INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT ACADEMY (UNITED STATES)
We train airline pilots.
Contact: Gregory Darrow – email: GDarrow@panamacademy.com – Tel: +1 303 394 2118 or U.S. 877 394 2118 – Url: www.PanAmAcademy.com

Pan Am International Flight Academy is one of the largest and most experienced aviation pilot training organizations and has over 80 full-
flight simulators in locations throughout the U.S., Europe, and Asia. We offer a complete menu of training programs for airlines, governments 
and individuals including Pilot Training, Type Ratings, Recurrent, Flight Attendant, Line Training, ATC, Dispatcher, and Maintenance Training. 
We own and operate the world’s most diverse simulator fleet including the B787, B777, B767, B757, B747-400, B747, B737 All Models, B727, 
B707, A-300, A-320, A-330, MD-80, MD-11, DC-9, DC-10, EMB-175, EMB-190, CRJ-200, CRJ-700, CRJ-900, SAAB 340, Q-400, DHC-8, and the 
Cessna Caravan. In the private sector, Pan Am's unequaled ProPilot Training program provides seamless aviation training from zero time  
to a commercial pilot license—with early introductions into airline procedure and full-motion simulation as part of initial training. 

PRATT & WHITNEY (UNITED STATES)
It’s in our Power.™
Contact: Robert Maciorowski, Commercial Training Operations Manager – email: Robert.Maciorowski@pw.utc.com  
Tel: +1 860 565 5458 – Url: www.pwcustomertraining.com

Pratt & Whitney Customer Training delivers a focused learning experience to students from around the world. Our curriculum blends 
classroom instruction with computer-based technologies and hands-on engine practice. We support both commercial and military engine 
maintenance training, engineering and engine performance courses, leadership programs and educational resources. All of our courses 
emphasize proactive safety, reliability, performance and quality. Self-paced online courses are available to support your training needs.

SPRANZA LLC (UNITED STATES & AFRICA)                             
Future Solutions Today 
Contact: Francis Spranza , Director – email: spranzallc@gmail.com, director@spranza.com, info@glosatsecurity.com 
Tel: +1 772-237-0166 , +234 70331 53573 – Url: www.spranza.com

Formed in 1981, Spranza LLC provides quality training, document compliance and audit preparation assistance as well as innovative 
technologies to airports, airlines and civil aviation authorities worldwide. With instructional staff drawn from the fields of military 
science, civil aviation, psychology, aviation operations, academia and computer science, Spranza in class and distance learning programs 
and provides basic and advanced instruction in the fields of aviation security, emergency response, safety management and airport 
operations worldwide.  Spranza instructional and consulting services are available both on-site at client locations, as well as on-campus, 
at a state of the art, accredited academic institution through our partner Mugla Sitki Kocman University, Mugla, Turkey.

THE WASHINGTON CONSULTING GROUP INC – WCG (UNITED STATES)                            
WCG – Innovative Technical Services and Solutions for Complicated Environments 
Contact: Dr. Ned Reese, Vice President Technical Training – email: Ned.reese@washcg.com 
Tel: +1 301 656-2330 – Url: www.washcg.com

The Washington Consulting Group, lnc. is a professional services firm offering a wide variety of technical consulting services to air traffic 
service providers in both domestic and international venues. WCG has established a solid record of providing innovative, cost-effective 
solutions within stringent time and budget constraints. Our company has established itself as a leader in the international aviation 
community in the areas of ATC training, operations and air traffic management. We provide consulting services, operational support and 
training for virtually every element that is critical to the operation of an air traffic system for both domestic and international clients. 
WCG is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company and a member of the ICAO Trainair PLUS Program.
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Boost your competitive advantage.  www.iata .org/ trai ning

IATA has  a  huge array of worldwide aviation training options ,
covering all critical areas  of the indus try

Train in the way that’s  bes t for you!
• C lassroom  training

• In-company training

• Distance learning

Need a reason to train?
We’ll give you over 

The aviation industry is a prime mover in today’s 
globalized economy. Well-trained, skilled people are a 
cornerstone of this business.

ITDI is one of the world’s leading suppliers of flexible, 
high-quality aviation training solutions. Last year, we 
trained over 92,000 students and we’re still growing!  
ITDI’s more than 300 internationally recognized training 
courses and partnerships with over 440 of the world’s 
best schools ensure a strong global perspective for 
aviation professionals at every level.

More than 300 internationally
recognized training courses!


